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C
Cor
dir
excl
indef
incl

L1
L2
MS
na
nad
ni
obv
pl
poss
prox

REL
sg
subj
TS

v

vai
vii
vta
vt i
1

2
3
3'
IP
21
2~
3~
imp

consonant
coronal
direct
exclusive (as in 1p)
indefinite (as in imp)
inclusive (as in 2 1)
first language
second language
modem speaker
animate noun
dependent animate noun
inanimate noun
obviative
plural
possessor
proximate
relational
singular
subject
traditional speaker
vowel
animate intransitive verb
inanimate intransitive verb
transitive animate verb
transitive inanimate verb
first person singular (Ume)
second person singular &ou)
third person singular (shehe)
third person obviative (the other one)
first person exclusive plural (we/us but not you)
first person inclusive plural (we/us including you)
second person plural (you)
third person plural (they)
impersonal (indefinite actor)
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction and outline
The process of language change is one that does not discriminate, it affects al1

languages and dialects. Changes in the most northern diaiect of Ojibwe, known as
S u u JA-',are the focus of this thesis. The changes discussed
Anihshininiimowin Qu"

herein have taken place in approximately the past fi@

years and are noticeably present in

the language of middle aged and younger speakers. Elder speakers frown upon these
changes and for this reason, the younger variety of language is stigmatized and often
called 'baby talk' or 'baby language'. This vanety of Anihshininiimowin is also called
'modem language' by some members of the community. This narne has been adopted in
this thesis to refer to the language of middle aged speakers.
While a complete analysis of al1 the features distinguishing the two varieties of
Anihshininiimowin would be ideal, t o do so is beyond the scope of this thesis. Several
types of phonological change (perhaps the most salient) are presented in chapter four,
morphoiogical change in chapter five, and finally, lexical change is considered in chapter
six. Chapters two and three present an overview of Anihshininiimowin and language
change respectively .
The fieldworkl for this thesis was done in Wunnumin Lake, an Anihshininiimowin
community in northem Ontario. The inspiration for this study came from the community

'

Fieldwork was supponed by the Nonhern Scientifk Training Program (2ûûû), the J.G.Fletcher Award
(2001), and a rcsearch grant from the Social Sciences and Humanitics Research Council to John D.
Nichols.

memben themselves, who are aware of generational differences in their language and
consider them to represent loss or decay. While speakers are aware that change has taken
place, they are not able to identifi what these changes are. Fear of the potential loss of the
traditional language provoked many people to share their concems about the language
with me.

1.2

Aims
The purpose of this research is to describe some of the phonological,

morphological, and lexical features that distinguish the modern variety of
Anihshininiimowin from the traditional variety. With this knowledge, a greater
understanding of the universal process of language change is gained. Changes in language
often appear to be a sign of weakness or loss of the authenticity of the ancestral language.
It is hoped that the contents of this thesis show otherwise, that in fact, change is a sign of

the vitality of this language that is adapting to the ever-evolving world around it. At the
same time, there is a sincere hope that the information herein will draw attention to those
areas that are of concern to language maintenance efforts in the community.

1.3

Methodology
The primary method employed to investigate the differences between elder and

middle aged speakers was elicitation. Elicitations focused mainly on areas of
Anihshininiimowin where signs of language change have been observed in previous
research by J.D. Nichols (persona1 communication). These preliminary observations were

also used to determine the age categories of participants. Community members in two age

groups were asked to participate. The traditional speaker group was represented by those
of approximately 60 years of age, while the modem speaker group was represented by
those of approximately 30 years of age. No fürther criteria were employed in the selection
process; any community member in these age categories who was available and willing to
participate was accepted.
Two people fiom the elder age group participated regularly in elicitation sessions
dunng which samples of their language were recorded. The group of modem speakers
consisted of one speaker who participated throughout and two others who were
altemately available. This group also consists of other speakers who occasionally
volunteered to share their knowledge of the language by offerhg a few words or phrases.
A second method used to investigate language change was the cornpanson of

recorded texts. Several conversational texts between speakers of both the traditional and
modem varieties were recorded as well as three short monologues by a modem speaker.
These texts were transcnbed with the assistance of Jerry Sawanas who is originally fiom
the Anihshininiimowin community of Sandy Lake, Ontario.

1.4

The speakers
The three main speakers who participated in this research are traditional speakers

one and two (TS 1 and TS2), and modem speaker one (MS 1). Modem speakers two and
three (MS2 and MS3) also made significant contributions although they were not available
for al1 sessions. Additional speakers were added following the same coding system but do

not appear consistently throughout the data. Some speakers were not available for
elicitation but were willing to participate in a recorded conversation. While every effort
was made to recruit the same speakers during the four trips to the community, this was
not always possible. For example MS3 was introduced when MS2 became unavailable. A
bief description of each speaker is given below.

TS 1 is a female speaker of approximately 60 years of age. She is originally from a
more northem community in the Severn area and, as a result, shows predictable
phonological differences in comparison to traditional speakers from the community she
now lives in.

TS2 has lived in many different areas throughout his life and is thereby very aware
of dialect differences as well as intemal word structure. This speaker, a male of
approximately 65 years of age, also originates fiom a more northem community and has
predictabIe regional differences in his language. He has also lived among the Anishinaabe
and the Cree but has lived many years in this community speaking Anihshininiimowin.
Both traditional speakers one and two are also fluent in English.
TS3 is a female of approximately 55 years of age who participated in a recorded

conversational text with TS 1 but did not participate in elicitation sessions.

All modem speakers are female and bilingual, although degree of fluency in
English varies. The three main participants in elicitation sessions (MS 1, MS2, and MS3)
have al1 lived in Wunnumin Lake all of their lives. While it would have been ideal to
control for gender in this study, the way in which participants were selected in the
cornmunity did not allow for it. Typically cornmunity members are nominated as potential

participants based on several criteria. Aside from age, these include availability and
perceived linguistic ability. People were often recornmended based on their reputation for
being a skiiied speaker.

The approximate ages of modem speaker participants are as follows:
Speaker

MS 1
MS2
MS3
MS4

MS5
MS6
MS7
MS8

2.

ABOUT ANIBISELININIIMOWIN

2.1

Introduction
Anihshininiimowin Qr"
S&

JAwJ is a dialect of 0jibwe2, which belongs to the

Algonquian language family. Dialects of Ojibwe are spoken throughout an extensive
region covering the southwestern part of Quebec, the majority of Ontario, southern
Manitoba and Saskatchewan, a11 of Michigan, and northern parts of Wisconsin and
Minnesota (Rhodes and Todd 1981). They are divided into two categories: Northern
Ojibwe, which consists of Severn Ojibwe and Northern Algonquin; and Southern Ojibwe
consisting of Saulteaux, Central Southem Ojibwe, Eastern Ojibwe, Old Algonquin and
Ottawa (Goddard 1996). The terms Severn Ojibwe and Oji-Cree are other names for
Anihshininiimowin, the most northern dialect of Ojibwe which is spoken in the Severn and
Winisk River drainage areas of northwestern Ontario and West into the Island Lakes area
of northeastem ~ a n i t o b a ) .
Anihshininiimowin is reported to be the most viable of the Ojibwe dialects having
approximately 8000 speakers which is more than half of the total number of Ojibwe
speakers (L.P.VaIentine 1990, 1995). It is unique from other dialects of Ojibwe in that it
has distinct features as well as sharing aspects of morphology, discourse particles and
many lexical items (including numbers and kinship terms) with Cree (L.P. Valentine 1990,
1995, for examples see also J.R. Valentine 1994). Factors allowing for the influence that
-

-

'Ojibwe is the Canadian tcrm for the Anishinaabe and Chippewa is the Amcrican term. Ojibwe is also
spelled 'Ojibwa' (Rhodes and Todd 198 1) and sometimes 'Ojibway' which rcflects the pronunciation.
Anihshininiimowin is also sornctimcs called Cree in English.

dialects of Cree have had on Anihshininiimowin are discussed by L.P.Valentine (1990,
1995) and I.R. Valentine (1994). For example, Swampy Cree is spoken in the northem

area surrounding this dialect and thus borrowing is enabled through language contact.
Other factors contnbuting to the infiuence of Cree in the past include the fact that it was
spoken by missionaries and used as a trade language. Plains Cree has afTected the language
in the Severn region through the Cree Bible, as has Moose Cree through its role as a
liturgical language in Anglican churches in Anihshininiimowin communities.
Geographical variation within Anihshininiimowin has been used to identie subdialects in the Severn area. J.R. Valentine (1994) cites Nichols's 1976 survey in which two
sub-dialects of Anihshininiimowin are identified, the Big Trout area, and the Deer Lake
area. Current treatment of this dialect includes three sub-dialect areas, North, East and
Southwest. The community where the research for this thesis took place fails within the
East sub-dialect. This sub-dialect is often referred to as the n-dialect because it has
retained the nasal obstruent clusters (nC).This is not, however, a unique identifier as the
Southwest sub-dialect has also retained nasal obstruent clusters while only the North subdialect has not. Communities within the East sub-dialect are listed as Wapekeka (Angling
Lake), Kasabonika, Kingfisher, webequie4and Wunnumin. North sub-dialect communities
include Bearskin, Big Trout Lake, Muskrat Dam, and Sachigo. Communities in the
Southwest sub-dialect include Deer Lake, North Spirit Lake and Sandy Lake.

4

Wcbcquie is included hcre although its position is uncertain.

In the following map o f noahwestern Ontario, a star is used to mark the
approximate location o f Anihshininiimowin cornmunities. Communities within the East
sub-dialect are indicated by an open star.

Wunnumin Lake

0

Sioux Lookout

Northwestern Ontario

2.2

Introduction to Wunnumin Lake First Nation
Data for this research was collected in Wunnurnin Lake,Ontario which is situated

500 kilometers north of Thunder Bay, Ontario. This Anihshininiimowin community of

approximately 520 people is one of a minority of First Nations communities in Canada in
which its ancestral language continues t o be spoken by al1 members o f the community and
continues t o be the first language acquired by infants. Children and teens use the language
with their peers, a sign of language vitality in this community.
Like al1 other Severn communities, Wumumin Lake is only accessible by air with
the exception of ice roads in the winter. This isolation may be largely responsible for the
strength of this dialect of Ojibwe. There are usually only a few non-Native people living in
the community serving as nurses, teachers and store employees. For this reason, English
can be heard spoken at the nursing station, the school, the store, and occasionally
elsewhere in the community where interactions with English speaking people are more
common, such as the band office.

2.2.1

Language in the community
While Anihshininiimowin is the predominant language for the people of Wunnumin

Lake, it is estimated that half o f the community rnembers are now bilingual. However, as
discussed in the previous section, the role of English in the community remains quite
lirnited. Anihshininiimowin is used as the main language at the local store where usually
only one o r two management staff come from outside the community. Even these people
typically leam some Anihshininiimowin vocabulary as their employres use it among

themselves and with customers. It continues to be used for local radio broadcasts
including social events such as local hockey toumaments and bingo games as well as
community announcements and other programs. Church seMces are primarily in
Anihshininiimowin and Cree (the language of the Bible) although the Sunday evening
s e ~ c ise said t o be a t least partly in English. At major community events such a s
graduation, speeches are given in the Native language as well as in English t o
accommodate the teachers fiom outside. In other words, English is, for the most part, only
used when there is an audience that is not fluent in the Native language.
The greatest exposure t o English in the community is through the media. Nearly al1
homes are equipped with cable o r satellite television and a Winnipeg English newspaper is
sometimes available in the community. Despite this, community members are proud that
Anihshininiimowin continues to be the dominant language in Wunnumin Lake and are
saddened by neighbouring communities that have seen a near complete shift t o English in
their youth population.

2.2.2

Education

In the past, elementary schools in northwestern Ontario were r u n by tne federal
(1992-93) reports that people
govemment and al1 education was in ~ n ~ l i s h Ningewance
'.

in the communities had a positive attitude toward these schools and believed that Englisli
education would provide the best future for their children. In recent years, there has been a
change to locally-controlled schooling and cumcula have changed t o reflect t his.
Governrnçnt controlled education is bclieved to have been introduced into Wunnumin Lake in the 60s or
early 70s.

Local control of education began in 1988 in Wumumin Lake and in 1998 the
bilingual / bicultural cumculum was introduced. The aim o f this cumculum is t o educate
students first and foremost in Anihshininiimowin and about Anihshininiimowin culture
while also preparing them to function outside the cornrnunity. Children begin their first
level of Kindergarten at age four (K4)where an emphasis is placed on leaming the syllabic
writing system (described in section 2.3.2 below). The first four years (K4,K5,grade 1
and grade 2) are taught in Anihshininiimowin with English being introduced as a second
language beginning in the third grade. For the remaining years English is the main
Ianguage of education with language classes in Anihshininiimowin continuing throughout.

2.2.3

Literacy
Al1 Anihshininiirnowin communities use the syllabics writing system although the

degree of literacy varies from one cornmunity to the next. Syllabics "is a shorthand-based
script wntten left t o right, employing geometric characters, some representing syllables
and some representing single segments" (Nichols 1996: 599). The syllabic orthography
used in Anihshininiimowin communities is described in detail in section 2.3.2 below. The
early emphasis on leaming syllabics in Wunnumin Lake reflects the value placed on
literacy in Anihshininiimowin; it is considered an important aspect of language leaming.
This is also reflected by the education authority's desire for al1 Native teachers t o be
literate in syllabics and al1 non-Native teachers to achieve a certain level of fluency in the
language. There is pride among parents in the community whose children are able t o read
and write in syllabics. The middle generation is typically not literate in syllabics due to

English education in the past. This generation and the generations following are generally
able to read and write in English, the younger generation being literate in both the syllabic
orthography and the Roman orthography used in writing English.

2.3

Anihshininiimowin writing systems

2.3.1

Roman orthography

The Roman orthography used to represent the sounds of Anihshininiimowin is
described in this section. Al1 Anihshininiimowin examples in this thesis are transcribed
using this orthography as well as the pointed variety of the syllabic orthograpy described
in 2.3.2. The Roman orthography presented in this section is not used within the
cornmunity; it is used only by Enguists and some linguistically-trained speakers.

2.3.1.1

Consonants
The consonants in Anihshininiimowin are:

Phonetic values for the orthographie symbols shown above are as in P A with the
exception of c and sh for which the P A equivalents are [Cl and

[n respectively. The

voiceless consonantsp, t, k, s, and sh can be voiced intervocalically and following nasals.
The following nasal, pre-aspirated and fricative clusters are also present:
nasal clusters
pre-aspirated clusters
fricative clusters

nt, nk, ILS, nSh, ttc, mp
hp, hl, hk,hs, hsh, hc, hw
sk, shp, sht, shk

Vowels

2.3.1.2

There are seven vowels, three short and four long. Long vowels are written double
with the exception of long e which is written single as it has no short counterpart. The
long vowels are:
high
low

fiont

back

N

00

e

au

The short vowels are:

high
low

2.3.2

front

back

i

O

a

Syllabic orthography
The syllabics system of writing was developed and introduced in the mid 1800s by

James Evans (Murdoch 1985, Nichols 1996). Nichols (1996) describes Evans as a
Wesleyan missionary who worked among the Cree and Ojibwe of northem Manitoba. In
Evans' syllabic orthography each symbot represents an open syllable (V o r CV). Closed
syllables (VC or CVC) are marked by the addition of a symbol known as afirrnl which
takes the form of a superscript following the syllabic character and indicates the nature of
the final consonant. A syllable beginning with w or having CwV is marked with a dot
following the syllabic. Inpointed syllabics vowel length is marked with a dot on top o f the
syllabic symbol; however many writers useplain syllabics in which the distinction in vowel
length is not written (Nichols 1996). Other distinctions that are not always made i n p / a i t ~
syllabics are the marking of pre-aspirated (fortis) consonants using the h final " preceding

the syllabic symbot containing that consonant, as well as the distinction between s and sh.
The latter distinction is ofien not made because the system is based on Plains Cree which
only has s (J.R. Valentine 1994).

An example of the syllabic orthography in use is given below. Each example is
given in both plain and pointed syilabics.
'boat, canoe'

ciimam

r ~ '

plain

ri3

pointed

r

L

ci

ma

r

L

cii

rnaa

'rabbit'

waa-s

a->-

plain

pointed

Q$-

a-

>

wa

PO

Q-

>

waa

POO

A

w

1

sh

ishkwaarîtern 'door'
A'b-UC

plain

A % WC

pointed

arîohkiiwin
plain

pointed

A

-

b
kwa

U
te

C

Awi

>

rn

Y

1

sh

4

D

a

no

4

D

a

no

'job'

~DPA-'

4s"PA-'

Il

,

hkii

n

The following chart presents a sub-set of the syllabic characters, known as the
Western Cree Syllabary, used by the Eastern Big Trout group in northwestem Ontario

which includes Wumumin Lake.As can be seen fiom this chart, the shape of the symbol is
detennined by the consonant in a given syllable while the direction of the symbol is
detennined by the vowel.

The Western Cree Syllabary

1 Consonants I ~ o w e ~ s

The Eastern Cree Syllabary (see Fiero 1985), used in sorne Cree and Lac Seul
Ojibwe comrnunities6, uses two sets of finals, both distinct fiom Western, as well as
different representations for the r and 1 syllabics. In the Eastern Syllabary the diacritic
marking w is placed on the leA of the vowel syllabic rather than the right.

2.4

Typological ovewiew
A brief discussion o f Anihshininiimowin typology is presented in this section. For a

more detailed description o f this dialect of Ojibwe see Todd 1970, J.R. Valentine 1994,
and Rogers 1964. For an in-depth discussion of communicative practices see L.P.
Valentine 1990, 1994, 1995.
Anihshininiimowin, like al1 Algonquian languages, has a polysynthetic structure
consisting o f a rich system of inflectional and denvational morphology. The language
consists o f three main parts o f speech: nouns and verbs, which are inflected, and particles,
which are not inflected.

2.4.1
2.4.1.1

Inflectional morphology
Nouns
Nouns have inherent gender, they are either animate or inanimate. Gender is not

marked in the noun stem, but rather by the form of the plural suffix. Animate nouns are
and inanimate nouns with -m. For example:
marked for plurality with the suffix a&,

Cree cornmunities include Fort Albany, Attawapiskat, Kashcchewan, Winisk and Fort Severn; Lac Seul
Ojibwe communities include Lac Seul, Cat Lake, Osnaburg, Pikangikum, Poplar Hill, Fort Hope,
Lansdowne House and Webequie (Fiero 1985).

(a)

animate nouns
mahkwa

'bear'

mahkwak

'bears'

'woman'
'women'

(b)

ahkihk

'pot, pail, kettle'

ah&ihkw&

'pots, pails, kettles'

inanimate nouns
mahkrsin

'shoe'

mahkisirtg

'shoes'
'airplane'
'airpianes'

The gender categorization of nouns is somewhat predictable where mostly living things,

such as animals, people and plants, are animate, and non-living things are inanimate. There
are however exceptions to this pattern, for example, socks, which are not usually thought
of as living, are animate.
Some nouns, such as kinship terms and body parts, are inalienable or dependent.
These nouns are not able to stand on their own, but must be marked for possession by way
of a personal prefix. For example:

(c)

dependent nouns
nimwrnaa

~ L L

'my mother'

ktaanihs

fcrlt

'your daughter'

~nihk

Deii '

'herhis a n d

Hnihk

ruii
'

'someone's a m '

Nouns can also take obviative (as in (d)), locative (e), diminutive ( f ) and pejorative (g)
suffixes.
(d)

animate obviative suffix (an)
shiihshiip
shiihshiip~

~

SI

'duck'

j<>
I

'duck (obviative)'

I

inanimate obviative suffix (-ini)

(e)

'chair'

tehsapiwiri

U" U A - '

tehsapiwin@i

Ut'W A - w r 'chair (obviative)'

locative suffix (-ink)

Ab'

'house'

wuahkaahikan

+I

waahkaahikanink

U-" b " A b d ' 'in/at/to a house'

II

(a-"biiA b x )

(f)

(g)

diminutivesuffix(-enhs)
mahkisir~

L"P P

rnahkrsir~enhs

LN

p~+ti

'shoe'
'smali shoe'

pejorative suffix (-ihsh)
ciirnaart

ri,

'boat, canoe'

ciimaanihsh

rLuiiw

'worthless boat, canoe'

2.4.1.2

Verbs

Verbs in Ojibwe are categorized by transitivity and animacy. There are four
categories which are distinguished by the selection of stem morphology and inflectional
paradigms. Intransitive verbs can have either an animate o r inanimate subject. The former
are labeled animate intransitive (vai), and the latter inanimate intransitive (vii). Transitive
verbs are classified as transitive animate (vta) or transitive inanimate (vti) based on the
gender of their object. Verbs can be inflected in three distinct inflectional paradigms
known as verbal orders: independent, conjunct, and imperative. Generally, verbs in main
clauses are infiected in the independent order (as in (a)), verbs in dependent clauses are
inflected in the conjunct order (b), and commands are inflected in the imperative order (c).
(a)

Independent order
'shdhe is sleeping right now'
11ipaamekwaac
r< 1b--

(b)

Conjunct order
'if they are sleeping.. .'
nipawaac...

=<a--

(c)

Irnperative order
'don't go to sleep yet'
kamin mahshi nipuan
GA-) L " S &J

In the following table the vai infiections are shown using the verb nipaa r<
'sleep'.
. -.

0)

Independent
a n i p

Conjunct
nipayaan

lmperative

c m <

WU)

&@fa

nip-

nipa~

fr<

u<s

r+

imp

Verbs are also inflected for tense, mode and negation. Tenses are marked by
preverbs that follow the persona1 prefixes and include past, neutral (unrnarked), fùture,
and voluntative. Exampies showing each of these preverbs are given in (d):
(d)

kiikawii-

past
fùture
voluntative

r~i&-)lipa
ni&-nipa
niwJ-11ipaa

<
ub r <
P

r cr

WA-C<

'1 slept'
'1 will sleep'
'1 want t o sleep'

Negation is marked in the independent order with the combination of a suffix and a
negative particle. For example:
(e)

knawirt ninipaahsii~~b A

rr

<* i )

'1 am not sleeping'

Modes, in the independent and conjunct orders, are marked by suffixes and include
neutral, preterit, dubitative and preterit dubitative. Verbs in the neutral mode are
unmarked (as in (f)), the preterit marks past completed actions or irrealis f o m s (g),

dubitative marks uncefiainty (h), and the pretent dubitative (i) marks a combination of the
previous two as suggested by the name. Examples (f) through (i) are in the independent

neutral

ni'a

'shehe is sleeping'

nipam

'shehe was sleeping'

preterit

dubitative
nipue

'shehe must be sleeping'

preterite dubitative
nipakomm

'shehe must have been sleeping'

Particles

2.0.1.3

Particles are uninflectable words that serve many fiinctions including conjunctions,
demonstratives, adverbials and exclamations to name a few. For example:
(a)

ekwa

V b-

'and, so'

ahko

QI1

d

'usually'

44

'and, also, too, as for'

ehta

VI1C

'only'

acit~a

4ra.

'a whiIe'

kahki~ra

b" P a

'all, every'

weti

V-n

'there, over there'

2.4.2

Derivational morphology
Derivational affixes are usually found closer t o the root morpheme than inflectiona1

f i e s . Within the category o f derivat ional morphology in Anihshininiimowin, a distinction
is made between primary and secondary stem derivation. In primw denvation, a stem is
formed by joining bound constituents, typically a root in initial position, an optional
medial, and a final. For example:
(a)

tuhkahkamikaa
C" b" b rb
'it is cold earth'

tahk
Root
cold

ahkamik
Medial
earth, ground

au
Final
vi i

In secondary denvation, a new stem is typically formed by adding a final t o an already
existing stem. In example (b) a noun is derived from an animate intransitive verb stem by
adding the final -witi.

(b)

rrikamowïn
rbJA-'
'song '

2.5

rtikamo
Stem (vai)
'sing'

win
Final
nominal

Summary
In this chapter Anihshininiimowin, the most northern dialect of Ojibwe, was

introduced. This dialect is characterized by both its unique features and its similarities to
Cree. Anihshininiimowin continues t o be the dominant language in Wunnumin Lake First
Nation, the community in which this research is based. Section 2.2 provided an outline of
the language, education and literacy in Wunnumin Lake, Ontario. The remainder o f the
chapter consisted of a description of Anihshininiimowin orthographies, including Roman
and syllabic, and a typological overview of Anihshininiimowin.

3.

LANGUAGE CHANGE

3.1

Introduction and outline

"In a world where humans grow old, tadpoles change into fiogs, and milk turns
into cheese, it would be strange if language alone remained unaltered (Aitchison 199 1:4).
As the previous quotation suggests, al1 languages change over time. As long as a language

continues to be spoken, it is inevitable that it will evolve through the process of language
change. Languages do not, however, evolve independently of their speakers. Changes
emerge fiom the innovations of speakers. Section 3.2 examines several mechanisrns of
language change: language contact, cultural change, and child language acquisition. This
section also explores how these mechanisms of change can lead to language obsolescence
and ultimately language death.
In section 3 -3 the question of how speakers' innovations spread throughout a
language and ultimately result in change is addressed. The rate of language change is not
preaictable, change occurs at variable rates. When change occurs at a rate such that it can
be detected fiom one generation to the next, it is then often accompanied by the attitude
that innovations are sub-standard, non-authentic varieties of language, and sometimes by
concerns of language death. This is the case in Anihshininiimowin where some speakers
are aware that differences exist between older and younger speakers. While most speakers
are not able to identie what these differences are; there is a general concern that they
represent language loss. The belief that change is equated with loss and the attitudes

associated with it are discussed in section 3.4. This section also explores the eiEects that
these attitudes can have on a language and its speakers.
Section 3.5 considers what can be gained from exposing these attitudes and
recognizing al1 varieties of language as authentic, with a focus on that which is of
particular importance for Anihshininiirnowin. Finally, a surnrnary of chapter 3 is provided
in section 3.6.

3.2

Mechanisms o f change

The causes of lanyage change are too many and too complex to address in one
section of a thesis. However, potential factors that enable this process can be discussed as
a means of better understanding change in Anihshininiimowin and in al1 languages. Several
mechanisms of change including language contact, cultural change, and child language
acquisition are considered in this section.

3.2.1

Language contact
Languages change in many ways as a result of regular interaction between their

speakers. Language contact can result in lexical borrowing, an increase in structural
similarities, and under eareme conditions, the development of pidgins and even language
death (Hock and Joseph 1996). Contact between Ojibwe and English speakers, for
example, has resulted in borrowing in both directions. Ojibwe has borrowed pepm V<'
'paper', shookaa c> b 'sugar', and the names for months from English, for example, while
English has borrowed words such as 'moose', 'skunk', and 'moccasin' from Ojibwe or

other Algonquian languages. ln fact, particular areas of the lexicon are easily borrowed
while other areas are more resistant. Words classified as basic vocabtdary such as 'eat',
'sleep', 'moon', 'raid, 'do', 'have', and 'be' are very resistant to borrowing as are
fùnctional words such as 'this' 'that', 'the', 'and', 'or', 'if, and 'when' (Hock and Joseph
1996). Nouns are borrowed more fieely than verbs and "the most easily borrowed words

belong to more specialized forms of discourse, often refemng to technology or other
phenornena that require a good deal of mental and linguistic abstraction" (1996: 258).
Borrowings can appear as loan words, which are often phonologically adapted into
the language (as 'paper' and 'sugar' above), or as loan translations through a process
known as calquing in which words are translated morpheme by morpheme into equivalent
morphemes in the borrowing language (Crystal 1997). Borrowings also have the capacity
to introduce aspects of morphology or syntax into the language (Hock and Joseph 1996).
Lexical borrowing and loan words in Anihshininiimowin are discussed fùrther in chapter 6.
The effects that bilingualism itself can have on the languages spoken is discussed
by Seliger and Vago (1 99 1). They begin by noting that a speaker's first language (L1) can
be weakened as the second language (L2) increases in use. In looking specifically at the

process of bilingual development, Seliger and Vago identiQ the third and final stage as
problematic for LI. It is in this stage that the grammatical principles of L2 influence those

of L1 resulting in change. They add however that "the intrusion of L2 elements into L1 is
not necessanly indicative of attrition: it could simply be a case of code mixing or code
switching" (Seliger and Vago 199 1: 6). Code switching is a feature of Anihshininiimowin
modem language which can be attnbuted to an increase in bilingualism in the community

as a result of language contact. An analysis of code switching in Anihshininiimowin is
presented in section 6.4.2 below.
Language contact can also eventually result in language death through the process
of language shift, where the speakers of a language abandon their own for the one that
they have corne into contact with. Typically language shifl involves switching to a
dominant or more prestigious language. The process of language shift can take several
forms. Hock and Joseph (1996: 447) discuss two ways in which language death results
from shift: 'language suicide' and 'language murder'. The experience of rnany immigrant
families in the United States is given as an example of 'language suicide'. Ofken they
decide not to use their language anymore so that their children will be fluent in English.
Hock and Joseph add, however, that this is often an individual phenornenon and not one
that typically affects whole speech communities. 'Language rnurder' is defined by Hock
and Joseph as the forced language shift of an entire speech cornmunity by a politically
more powerfid group. For example, until the 1960s Aboriginal children in the United
States and Canada were separated fiorn their families to attend residential schools where
they were prohibited from speaking their lanyage. While efforts to force language shift
are not always successfùl, the residential school experience is believed to be largely
responsible for the decline in Aboriginal languages (Norris 1998).
Language shifl can also be a more gradual, and less aggressive process. Hock and
Joseph (1996) describe a situation where there is a gradual increase in the use of the nonnative language as well as the social contexts that non-native language is used in, while
use of the native language decreases. The impact that this can have on a conirnunity is

great as children acquiring language will have limited exposure to the native language of
that comrnunity. For example, the use of Gros Ventre, an obsolescent Algonquian
language spoken in Montana, is now restncted to the domains of fomal demonstrations
and rituals (Taylor 1989).

3.2.2

Cultural change

Another mechanism that enables language change is cultural change. The
fùnctional view of language change, as discussed by Aitchison ( 1991), explains that
languages change (especially the lexicon) as a result of need. Words for items or activities
that no longer play a major role in a culture are lost while new words are introduced for
new concepts. For example, young speakers of Anihshininiimowin rarely find occasion to
speak of snowshoe construction, and thus do not need to know the technical vocabulary
associated with this activity to fùnction in everyday life. An Anihshininiimowin elder
provided the following example as a way of expressing how he feels that the language has
changed. "We teach them how to survive in the bush. When we talk to them, they
sometimes don't understand the rneaning of things." The elder is refemng to the school's
cultural days when he and other elders take the students out to camp. The lack of
understanding presurnably is due to the fact that the activities they are talking about are
not a part of evetyday living for these students. As a result they have had little opportunity

in which to learn the associated terminology.
While some vocabulary is no longer a part of everyday life, the introduction of new
concepts brïngs new terminology. For exarnple, new lexical items are being introduced

with the advent of cornputers and the intemet. Bavin (1989: 267) States that changes in
Warlpiri, an Aboriginal language of Australia, result fiom "the adoption of new ways,
together with exposure to the English language" as well as the fact that "young people are
attracted by aspects of the non-Abonginal way of life". These are factors that commonly
affect Aboriginal languages in Canada as well. Where new concepts and technology anse,
new terminology can be created within the language or borrowed from another.

3.2.3

Child language acquisition
Along with language contact and cultural change, the process of child language

acquisition also enables language change. Within the perspective of the linguistic theory of
universal grammar, it is believed that al1 infants are bom with the innate ability to acquire
language. This innate knowledge provides children with the tools necessary to formulate
the grammar of the language being acquired, based on the language in their environment

(Cook and Newson 1996). In other words, language is not tuzight, the rules of grammar of
any given language are acqciired based on the language that the child is exposed to. It is,
therefore, inevitable that the intemal grammar formulated in the acquisition process will
Vary fiom the interna1 grammars that form the basis for the language that the child is
exposed ta.
Seliger and Vago (1991) argue that the process of language acquisition can also
lead to attrition. They suggest that for a bilingual speaker, the relationship between L1 and

L2 in acquisition can be one that will produce attrition in LI. This is explained through a
theoiy of markedness in which the principles of universal grammar are considered

unmarked and the language specific parameters are considered marked. Thus, in a
situation where L1 contains the marked form of a rule and L2 the unmarked fonn, it is
suggested that the unrnarked form in L2 will be preferred over the marked form in L 1.
This can be thought of as a simplification process in which mles that are universal (found

in al1 languages) are favoured over mles that are specific to a language.

3.3

The spread of language change
The previous section presents several mechanisms that facilitate or allow for

innovations in language to occur. The cunent section outlines the process through which
these innovations spread throughout a language. In al1 types of language change, the new
innovation and the old form CO-existbnnging about variation within the speech
cornmunity. Eventually the old form is replaced by the new. In phonological change, for
example, a particular change does not simultaneously affect al1 of the words to which it is
applicable. How then does change progress?
The difision of change across the lexicon begins once a particular change has
affected a few words that are common or important to a specific subculture (Aitchison
1991). It has been noted that fiequently used words will quite ofien be affected before
words used less fiequently. Although it has not been determined if this is the case in
Anihshininiirnowin, there is evidence of sound change gradually working its way through
the lexicon of each speaker. The examples below illustrate the effects of the unrounding

rule in which the rounding o f vowels and semi-vowels is lost after coronals7 a s shown in
(a) and @) respectively.
(a)

101 + l i i 1 Cor-

(b)

/w/

+ 0 / Cor -

Data reveal that this change is spreading as it is not yet found in al1 places that it is
expected for modem speakers, and it only occasionally shows up in the language of
traditional speakers. In example ( c ) ~MS 1, MS2 and TS2 have unrounding as shown in

mie (a). In examples (d) and (el9however, only MS2 has umounding.

(c)

(d)

7

aashokan &ba

(ni) 'dock'

MS 1 aash&wati

Q Sb-'

MS2

<ISb-'

aashikwat~

rnoosokan J94' (ni) 'rnoose bone'

TSi

moos&an

J A'

MSl

moos&w

JA'

Coronal rcfers to the position of the tongue in the mouth during the production of a consonant. Coronal
consonants arc produccd with the bladc of the tonguc in a raised position. In Anihshininiimowin coronals
include /t/, /c/, /s/, rd, and /ni.Whcn writtcn in mlcs, coronal is abbrcviatcd Cor to refcr to any coronal
consonant.
8
This e.uample also shows the spread of rounding or labialization in which Ac/ + /kwl/ O-. This occurs
prior to umounding. Labialization is the focus of section 4.4.2.2 bclow.
9
Other changes in this e.xample are due to sibilant hannony which is discussçd in section 4.4.2.3 below.

(e)

niishwaahso

<c> -" 9 (nrn)

'seven'

Similar patterns of lexical diffusion can be noted for many of the changes described in
section 4.4 below. Aitchison (1 99 1) suggests that generally, innovations spread gradually
until at some point they become accepted by a particular group of speakers. At this point,
variation between the new and old exist, but eventually, the new variation takes over.

3.4

Language attitudes
This section contains a discussion of speakers' attitudes toward language change.

These are typically negative attitudes that accompany the belief that change is equated
with decay. In Anihshininiimowin for example, the fact that the terni 'baby language' is
sometimes used to refer to the modem vanety suggests that there is a stigma attached to
this vanety. Elders disapprove of younger speakers' innovations and feel they are a sign
that the language is in decline. The effect that these negative attitudes can have on a
language and language maintenance efforts is also considered in this section.

3.4.1

Attitudinal correlates o f change
It seems inevitable that where there is noticeable language change, there exists

feelings of condemnation toward newer varieties. This attitude is not limited to

Anihshininiimowin. For example, Schmidt (1985: 18) reports of Dyirbai that older
speakers describe younger people's language as "error-ridden, spoken in 'bits-an-pieces',
and 'al1 mixed up with English"'. She emphasizes that these are linguistic attitudes that
cannot be taken to represent the actuai structure of younger people's language. These
unfavourable attitudes are a result of language puristn, the belief that language is
compted by change, whether it be through borrowing from other languages or innovation
within the language.
The evolution of English has inspired outbursts fiom purists on several occasions
throughout its history. According to Aitchison (1 99 1)' the eighteenth century saw many
such outbursts expressing disgust toward language change, often accompanied by
suggested solutions for improving the state of the language. These outbursts stem fiom a
prescriptivist tradition which places an emphasis on rules of correct speech. Depanures
from these rules are criticized by those who view them as a decline in linguistic ability.
Bloomfield (1964: 391), however, addresses the myth that the use of incorrect forms
represents ignorance, "the incorrect foms cannot be the result of ignorance or
carelessness, for they are by no means haphazard, but, on the contrary, very stable".
The notion that certain forms of language are 'correct' while others are simply
'incorrect' is very common among non-linguists. The following excerpt from an interview
with an Anihshininiimowin elder in Wumumin Lake tells of a generation that has lost their
language and culture. However, as discussed in section 2.1 of this thesis,
Anihshininiimowin continues to be the main language spoken by a11 members of the

Wumumin Lake community. This excerpt therefore, reveals a social judgment about the
quality of the language spoken by this generation: that it is not the 'real' language.
Since 1945 al1 the surrounding First Nations children were being taught
English. The children who are now adults who started the education since
1945, they sometimes have problems understanding their own language,
some can't write in syllabics, they lost their language as well as culture...
Also, the middle age youth, for example fiom 20 to 30, some have
problems to speak, write and read.

If we consider the value placed on the 'traditional language' this might help us t o
understand the stigma of the 'modern language7.Language represents cultural identity and
a means for its transmission fiom one generation to the next. The idea of iinguistic decline
is therefore closely associated with the idea of cultural decline (Aitchison 1991).
Resistance to change is a means of preserving cultural identity. As the next section
explains, however, it is essential to remove this stigma in order for language maintenance
efforts to succeed.

3.4.2

The effects of unfavourable attitudes
The previous section shows that unfavourable attitudes toward change are not

lirnited to Anihshininiimowin. These attitudes are said to anse out of the prescriptivist
tradition in which only the traditional or standard language is considered correct. In
reality, languages are not spoken in a vacuum, they are a social means of communication.
The language used by a university student in speaking to a professor, for example, may
differ fiom that used in speaking to his or her peers. The formality of the situation, as well
as other social factors such as gender and age, will influence the language used by the
student. While a prescnptivist might deem the language used in the peer group as sub-

stmdard or incorrect, the descriptivist tradition does not pass judgement on correctness
but instead considers the language as spoken in both situations to be worthy of
investigation.
The attitudes that arise out of prescriptivism can have an effect on the speakers of
stigmatized varieties. In Dyirbal, for example, some speakers prefer to use English when
speaking to traditional speakers to avoid being corrected (Schmidt 1985). If the concem
of a community is to maintain language, then we can see from this example that it is
necessary to remove the stigma. Crystal(2000) discusses the importance that removing
the stigma and establishing ail varieties as authentic has for language maintenance efforts.
He stresses that language maintenance efforts cannot succeed without the speakers having
feelings of confidence, self-esteem, and pride toward their language; without these, the
community may lack the ability to deal with the pressure of ongoing change. Crystal
places an emphasis on the psychological and social value that a language has, even once it
has changed tiom its traditional character. Although some part of the population may
speak a different variety of a language or dialect, they continue to f o m their identity
through this language or dialect.
...the whole of a lanp a g e is authentic, in al1 its diaiects, varieties, and styles. It is

an axiom of linguistics that al1 languages change, as they keep Pace with society;
and one of the consequences of this change is the proliferation of new words,
pronunciations, grammatical patterns, discourse styles, and regional or social
varieties, alongside the gradua1 loss of older forms of expression.. .The only
languages which do not change are dead ones. (Crystal2000: 1 15- 1 16)
A step toward removing the stigma associated with the modem variety of

Anihshininiirnowin involves providing an understanding that not ail language change is

decay. 1s it possible, then, to tell whether or not language change is an indication of
decline and incipient death? While there is no set of criteria that can be used to determine
if a language is dying, systematic patterns of change, such as reductions in phonological
distinctions and in morphological complexity, have been observed in obsolescent
languages (Campbell and Muntzel 1989). Loss of lexical inventory, and loss of
productivity in word formation have also been observed in language decay (Mithun 1989).
Patterns of phonological, morphological and lexical change that have been observed in
dying languages are discussed more fiilly in sections 4.3, 5.3, and 6.3 respectively.

3.5

Understanding the features of Anihshininiimowin 'modern Ianguage'
Investigating language change in Wunnumin Lake Anihshininiimowin is essential in

order to understand the features that distinguish the modem variety of this dialect. As
outlined in the previous section, recognizing al1 varieties of a language as authentic is
necessary for Ianguage maintenance efforts to succeed. Given that language maintenance
is a concern in Wunnumin Lake, it is clear that removing the stigma from the 'modem
language' should be considered a priority. An essential part of recognizing that modem
vaneties are 'real' is understanding that these varieties are grammatical and rule-govemed
(Milroy and Milroy 1999). A step in removing the stigma, therefore, involves
understanding what the features of 'modem language' are, and how this variety both
difKers from and resembles 'traditional language'.
While this seems straightforward, it is not always so to non-linguists. While
investigating Anihshininiimowin phonological changes in Wunnumin Lake, the significance

of focusing on differences in pronunciation was questioned. Generally speakers are not
actually aware of differences in pronunciation. Once made aware however, these
differences are often viewed as insignificant by speakers because they do not hinder
communication. For example, the shifi fiom /O/ to /il after coronals, as shown in section
4.3.1.1 below, does not render any word unintelligible. It does however, represent a

pattem of change that is characteristic of modem speakers' language. Consider, for
example, the difference between the pronunciation of the word 'hat' in (a) and (b):
(a)

traditional

a&irl

4"zn'

(b)

modem

ah-lit?

4"

nn'

This represents not oniy a change in the way that the word for 'hat' is pronounced, but a
rule-governed pattem of change for vowels. Short round vowels become unround
following coronal consonants as show in the following rule:
(c)

/O/ + /i/ / Cor -

In order to provide an understanding of the modem variety, al1 changes must be
considered relevant, no matter how insignificant they appear. If the difference in
pronunciation between (a) and (b) above is treated as insignificant because it is not
noticeable to the untrained ear or because a speaker can be understood using either form,
where do we draw the line? Does a change only become significant when communication
is hindered? When language maintenance is a concern, as it is in Anihshininiirnowin, every
change must be treated as significant.

The importance placed on literacy in the cornrnunity presents another reason why it
is important to understand the features that distinguish Anihshininiimowin 'modem
language'. Children in Wumumin Lake are leaming the syllabic orthography as soon as
they enter the first level of kindergarten at age four, and sorne are leaming earlier if they
attend day care. While (a) and (b) above may not sound much differentto a speaker, the
difference is certainly reflected in the writing system. As shown in the following examples,
the syllabic syrnbol is tumed to reflect the difference in vowel quality.
'hat'

dl1zn3

(d)

traditional

aht~tin

(e)

modem

ahtfiirt

(f)

traditional

mernepisgr

11Ae2

(g)

modem

memepislrt

11A f

nn3

'swing'

Unlike writing systems, such as that used in English, which do not reflect
pronunciation, the syllabic orthography is written based on the way the language sounds.
As a result, we would expect that younger speakers will wnte 'hat' and 'swing' as in (e)
and (g) above. While no examples of the writing of school-aged children were available to
ven@ this, MS 1 did write 'hat' and 'swing' as in (e) and (g) respectively. Through the
understanding that the unrounding of short vowels following coronal consonants
(/O/ + /i/ / Cor_) is a systematic change occumng in the language, we know that
differences in the spelling should be expected between traditional and modem speakers.
The fact that literacy is highly valued in the community presents another way in which this
study can be applied. An understanding of the differences between the modem and

traditional varieties of Anihshininiimowin may tùnction as a tool in addressing problems
that occur in the teaching of the writing.

3.6

Summary
In this chapter language change is described as a process that affects al1 living

languages. Mechanisms that enable change, such as language contact, cultural change, and
child language acquisition are examined. These processes al1 allow for innovations in
language to occur and thereby enable language change. The mechanisms discussed show
that change is dependent on the speakers of a language, it does not evoive on its own. An
examination of the process through which changes spread reveals why variation exists in
language. During this gradua1 process new and old forms CO-exist,but eventually new
forrns may replace old ones.
With the CO-existenceof new and old forms cornes the attitude of disapproval
toward the new forrns. Typically these attitudes belong to those who view language
change as a sign of decay and therefore are resistant to it. The importance of challenging
these attitudes and recognizing stigmatized vaneties of language as authentic is discussed
in section 3.4. Finally, this chapter closes with a discussion of how understanding the
features that distinguish the modem variety of Anihshininiimowin has a role in removing
the stigma fiom this variety. Appreciating that al1 languages change and that changes do
not necessarily represent decay is important for Wunnumin Lake, and al1 communities
where language maintenance is a concem.

4.

PHONOLOGICAL CHANGE

4.1

Introduction and outline
Sound change in Anihshininiirnowin has resulted in differences in pronunciation

between the modem and traditional speakers. While many speakers have cornrnented that
the language has changed, they are generally not able to identie what the changes are. A
language teacher and several elders involved in language planning in the community were
asked to describe how t h e language of younger speakers differs fiom the language of the
elders. The language teacher described younger speech as 'shorter' or more contracted;
the elders did not offer any examples. While contraction is found in younger speech (see
section 4.3.1.2), it is only one of many features that distinguish the modem and traditional
varieties of Anihshininiimowin.
This chapter is divided into four major sections beginning with 4.2 which outlines
sound changes that have been documented in other Algonquian languages and dialects.
Many of the changes outlined in this section are paralleled in the Anihshininiimowin data.
Others are not but are listed nonetheless as they suggest other potential areas of change.
This is followed by section 4.3 which gives an overview of patterns of sound change noted

in the literature on obsolescent languages. The Anihshininiimowin data collected in
Wunnumin Lake is presented in section 4.4. Phonological changes in the local dialect are
compared to changes in related languages and dialects and obsolescent languages in the
final section of this chapter.

4.2

Phonologieal change in other Algonquian languages
In this section 1present phonological changes that have been documented in

languages and dialects that are related to Anihshininiimowin. Aithough the literature in this
area is lirnited, it is meaningful in that many of the changes outlined in this section are also
found in the language of younger speakers of Anihshininiimowin in W u ~ u r n i nLake.
Some of the changes below are not paralleled in Anihshininiimowin but are mentioned as
other potential areas of change.

4.2.1

Algonquin
Algonquin is a dialect of Ojibwe spoken in Québec that, like Anihshininiimowin, is

experiencing change that is noticeable from one generation to the next. Change in this
dialect, as spoken in Kitigânik (see Artusol998a, b), reveals a situation that resembles that
of Anihshininiimowin. In both cases, speakers are aware that considerable change has
taken place in their language but, when asked, are not able to identie these changes.
In his cornparison of the language of four generations of an Algonquin family,
Artuso (1 998a, b) observed many changes in the phonology. For example, irregular short
vowel deletion was noted for younger speakers of Algonquin. While short vowel deletion
is typical in weak syllables for elder speakers, younger speakers tend to delete short
vowels based on the stress pattern of the bare stem. The stress pattern of a word is altered
with the addition of prefixes, thus affecting the vowels that are deleted by elder speakers,
but not by younger speakers. Artuso also noted some variation in the production of
sibilants, most notably younger speakers were found to have palatalized forms where elder

speakers would not. Younger speakers tended to delete /w/ where older speakers retained
it. Metathesis was noted in children's speech although Artuso (1998b:48) points out that
this is not uncornmon for rniddle aged speakers and it has also been noted in other
Algonquian languages.

4.2.2

Cree

The following changes in Cree were observed by H.C. Woifart (persona1
communication) in companng his data to that of Bloomfield fiom 1925:

Bloomfield 1925
êtoke
nôtokêw
p'ihtokêw

Modern
êtokwê / êtikwê
nôtokwêw / nôtikwêw
p'ihtokwêw /p7htikwêw

dubitative preterit
'old woman'
'enter'

In comparing the two sets of words, we can see two changes that have occurred. First,
labialization has spread ont0 k from the preceding O, resulting in kw. Second, following the
coronal consonant t, the quality of the round vowel O is affected by unrounding, resulting
in i. Although these are not recent changes that distinguish elder and younger speakers as
in Anihshininiimowin, they suggest a precedence for sound changes such as unrounding

and labialization (discussed in section 4.4 below).

4.2.3

Montagnais

Montagnais is a dialect of Cree spoken in Labrador and Québec. Clarke and
MacKenzie (1982) examined two phonological changes in progress in North West River
Montagnais in Sheshatshiu, Labrador; nasalization and U-copying (vowel harmony). These

changes are both found to have spread fiom other dialects through language contact. The
nasalization mle involves the loss of ln/ between vowels with the preceding vowel being
nasalized. For exarnple:
(a)

/ma:nite~~[mandeniS]'sheep'+[mandëy~]
(Clarke and MacKenzie 1982: 224)

Upon closer examination, this rule is found to occur only when the intervocalic /n/ is
followed by lia.They also observed that not al1 words with this sequence were affected at
the same tirne, but rather that the rule is spreading by lexical difision. This is also found
for rules of sound change in Anihshininiimowin, rather than applying simultaneously to al1
iexical items meeting the required environment, change spreads gradually throughout the
lexicon with variation within and between speakers.
The second rule discussed by Clarke and MacKenzie (1982), U-copying, involves
the progressive labialization of a vowel preceded by a sequence of word initial /um/ or
lupl. What appears to be metathesis of this initial sequence may occur as in (b), but the
word initial /u/ may also be retained as in (c):
(b)
(c)

1upa:ssikanl [obasagan] 'his gun'
[obwasagan]

+ [bwasagan]
(Clarke and MacKenzie 1982: 228)

For this reason, this process is not viewed as metathesis but rather as vowel harmony
followed by the optional deletion of the initial labial vowel.
Drapeau (198 1) on Betsiamites Montagnais in Québec finds a systematic
palatalization of /t/ before high front vowels and glides liil and /y/ in younger speakers.

The data reveal that an alveopalatal a&icate is used in place of nonaspirated dental stops

both morpheme-intemally and at morpheme boundaries for speakers in their teens and
early twenties. For example:
(a)

'1 buy something'
ngt-ya.--n
1st-buy- 1st

A:
B:

[?dya.n]
[?jya.n]
(Drapeau 1981: 343)

4.3

Phonological change in obsolescent languages

Obsolescent or dying languages experience change just as healthy languages do.
Based on data for obsolescent languages obtained fiom Manessy (1977) on Afiican
languages, Dorian (1 973, 1977, 1978) on Scottish Gaelic, anci Weinreich (1963),
Andersen ( 1982) proposes three hypotheses for phonological change in dying languages.
In language contact situations there are inevitably bilingual speakers. Andersen's first

hypothesis is that in a language loss situation, the bilingual speaker will make fewer
phonological distinctions in the obsolescent language than a fully competent speaker of the
same lanyage would. Campbell and Muntzel(1989) elaborate on this by adding that it is
the less marked form that will survive while the more marked form will be lost. They
provide the loss of contrastive vowel length in Pipi1 and American Finnish as an example
where short vowels are less marked and vowel length is lost. The opposite phenornenon,
the overgeneralization of marked features, is also suggested as characteristic of bilingual
speakers of moribund languages by Campbell and Muntzel(1989). They add, however,

that this feature is intemal in that it appears "to stem fiom imperfect learning of the
moribund language" (1989: 189) rather than fiom the influence of the dominant language.
Andersen's (1982) second hypothesis proposes that the distinctions preserved by
the bilingual speaker are those that are cornmon to both languages while those that are lost

are unique to the obsolescent language. The third and final hypothesis elaborates again on
which distinctions will be preserved by taking functional load into consideration. A
distinction with a high fùnctional load makes many contrasts in the language, while one
with a low fiinctional load makes only a few. Those distinctions in the threatened language
with a higher functional load will suMve in the bilingual speaker's moribund language
longer than those with a low fùnctional load (Andersen 1982, Campbell and Mutzel 1989).
The next section presents the phonological changes obsewed in comparing the
language of traditional and modem speakers of Anihshininiimowin in Wunnumin Lake. As
a means of addressing the concern that language change represents decay, a discussion
comparing the changes observed in the data to the hypotheses of expected phonological
reduction in language obsolescence is the focus of the final section.

4.4

Phonological change in Anihshininiimowin
The phonoiogical changes presented herein are divided into two major sections;

vowel change and consonant change. Each type of change is accompanied by examples
fiom traditional and modern speakers of Anihshininiimowin in Wunnumin Lake, Ontario.
For speakers' age, sex, and background see section 1.3.

4-4-1

Vowel change

4.4.1.1

Unrounding

Unrounding affects both vowels and semi-vowels and can be represented by two
rules. For vowels, unrounding is repressnted by the rule in (a) and for semi-vowels, (b):
(a)
(b)

/o/+/i//Cor /w/ + 0 / Cor -

Elicitation shows these unrounding rules to be gradually spreading through the lexicon.
There is variation for modem speakers MS 1 and MS2 who show extensive evidence of
this change but do occasionally retain rounding where unrounding is expected. TS 1 does
not show any evidence of this change while TS2 does only in a few words such as ( c )
'dock'. MS1 and MS2 have approximately a two to one ratio of change to no change in
the words elicited. Rule (a) is found to occur for modem speakers both within the word
and in word final position as in the following examples:
(c)

aashokan

&b,

(ni)

'dock'

ahtotin

mernepison

'swing'

'suspenders'

TSl

ihkwapmr

MS1

ihkwapisin

MS2 ihkwapisiri
kashkikwaahso

b T b - "2

(vai )

'sew'

Note in (g) that in the forms used by TS 1, TS2 and MS2 the short /id has been deleted
between two homorganic consonants (both /k/in this case). This type o f vowel syncope is

very comrnon in the language of modem and traditional speakers alike and is not an
example of language change between these two generations. Also in (g), and in (i) below,
are exarnples of sibilant harmony which is discussed in section 4.4.2.3 as a process of
change.

The following example is extracted fiom a recorded conversation between two
modem speakers in Wumumin Lake:
(h)

MS8 ritaataa ohsha kanawenimaawahsiîpn
PCC PI1C) ~ C L V 4-l1
- ~ fL<'
'my father was baby sitting'

There is evidence of unrounding in kumwetzimaawahsiipcut b<rV-=L O-"2 <' which
would be kanawenimaawahs~ttb d 7 - & 4-1'><' or kanawenirnaawahswwtz

b c V-TL
~
4"i-<)
for an elder speaker. What is happening here is that the final vowel is
lengthened when the verb is idected for the preterit with the suffix -pan <'. The variation
in the traditional form a i s e s fiom the fact that /wi/can be replaced by /O/ resulting in both
being acceptable. As a
forms (kamwe,>imaawahswwnand ka>iawenirnuawahs~~t)
result of unrounding, the final vowel of the form used by MS8 is /i/ which is then
lengthened t o /ii/ with the addition of the preterit suffix resulting in the form

Examples of unrounding of serni-vowels as in rule @) are shown in (i) and 0):
(i)

mutwehsicikm

LU-"f rb'

(ni)

'bell'

LU" d'b=
LU" d'ha
&&."9

(nm)

'seven'

Contraction

4.4.1.2

For modem speakers, there is a tendency for /iwi/ and /owi/ sequences contract to
/oo/. Evidence of this change is especially common in norninalizations where the
derivational sufix -win is used to form a noun (as in (a)) from a verb (as in (b)). For
example:
(a)

tipaacimow

n<rJA-'

(ni)

'story, narration'

(b)

~ipaaciimo

n<f~

(vai)

'tell news, narrate'

Variation in the data reveal that contraction is a change in progress. Modem speakers
have it in some words and not in others and in some cases give both forms.

Vt\AA-'

(c)

tehqiwin

(d)

ishkooniwikamik ~ ' r
dA-b~'(ni) 'school'

(e)

riikamowiri

TS1

u b J A -l

ttpaacim&

T S ~ tipaacimowitt

MS1

tipaacimMrt

M S ~tipaacirnoori

(ni)

(ni)

'chair'

'song'

~c~JA-,

n<rJAJ
n<rJAJ
niri

(g)

pahpaapiwin

<' <AA-'

TS1 p u h ~ i w i n

(ni)

<

<"

'window'
AA-2

The oniy contraction of this type that was found in the language of traditional
speakers was in the indefinite subject form where an animate intransitive verb is derived
fiom a transitive animate verb (vta + vai) as in (h) and (i). In this construction,
contraction is found in rapid pronunciation by speakers in both age groups. TS 1 onginally
gave the contracted f o m in (h) followed by the -Mi fonn explaining that both forms are
acceptable, the oo form is simply the quick pronunciation used by al1 ages. TS2 and MS 1,
however, only offered the contracted forms for this construction.

(h)

waapmaakar~iwi

Q-<L bcr A-

(i)

kiiwewinaakaniwi

P V -A- b c A-

&

(vai)

'be seen'

(vai)

'be taken home

4.4.2

Consonant change

Palatalization

4.4.2.1

The diminutive in Anihshininiirnowin, marking small size or physical imrnaturity, is
formed by adding the suffix snhs to a noun stem (J.R. Vaientine 1994). Palatalization of
the diminutive suffix in Anihshininiimowin occurs as a regular sound symbolism rule.
Generally, in sound symbolism there is a link between the nature of a sound and its
meaning (Hinton, Nichols and Ohala 1994). The sound symbolisrn rule in
Anihshininiimowin transforms the diminutive -enhs to -erthc, the hypocoristic form which
cames the meaning 'cute' (J.D. Nichols, personal communication). Other Algonquian
langauges also have sound symbolism rules involving palatalization. In Pentland' s ( 1975)
description of diminutive consonant sound symbolism in Cree and Montagnais dialects, the
diminutive is marked by palatalization. For example atihk 'caribou' becomes aCihk03;
'little caribou'.
When the hypocoristic form is used in Anihshininiimowin, there is also often a
spread of palatalization from right to lefi in the word. For example:
(a)

mitaahs

rct~

(b)

mituahserihs

rc11

(c)

micaah.&enhc
micaa&&

6

'pants'

y

'little pants'

IN-

'cute little pants'

r i 1 1 731

-

'cute little pants'

Where this is productive, it is stigmatized and referred to as 'baby talk' because it is used
to talk to and about babies. It is used by al1 ages and not restricted to younger speakers,
however, younger speakers tend to use the -&c

diminutive more fiequently than older

speakers, including where it is not appropriate. (ID. Nichols, personal communication).
This feature of the language of younger speakers may account for their language being
referred to as 'baby language' by some. While evidence of the overuse of the -enhc
diminutive by younger speakers is not present in the elicitations nor in the texts collected
in Wumumin Lake, palatalization was found spread through several sentences in a
recorded conversation between two traditional speakers (TS 1 and TS3). Wolfart (1 974:
80) reports of Cree that the "palatalization of t throughout entire sentences or even

speeches makes them sound pitiful or overly sweet and effeminate". Ierry Sawanas
(personal communication) descnbes the palatalization in the following excerpt as strongly
affective, representing a fondness toward the old way of doing things.

...ha-mohci-waawiihkopicek n~i~oarninaapti
ahko ker~iitmvintkiishkipoocikun
e h , ahii, ha-pihshikwaak kiishkipmikanaapihk, owaawikcrraaapihk ahko

e a a m i n a a p a uhko niirtcnui&. .

...we used to cal1 it the pulling saw and that slippery saw frame is what we
ourselves used to cal1 it...

(TS3)

Use of the diminutive suffix did not show the expected increase in palatalization in
the language of modem speakers in Wunnumin Lake. However, palatalization of /t/ before
the high front vowel /il (represented in rule (d)) is found in the language of modem
speakers.

Modern speakers consistently palatalized /t/ in 'guitar' (as in (e)), while for 'hat' only one
modem speaker used the palatalized fonn (as shown in (f)). This form was not obtained
during elicitation but rather was observed in conversation. For 'guitar' the only form

Pn" f'b
available for cornparison with traditional speakers is kifihcikaaniwa~

r ~
'there
- >
is

music' used by TS2. This form shows evidence of unrounding (as discussed in 4.4.1.1
above) but not palatalization. Both traditional speakers provided the word coowepicikan
J V - N b ' for 'guitar'.

(e)

(f)

kitohcikart

P>"rb'

(ni)

'guitar'

MS2

kigihcikm

wurb'

MS3

kicihcikan

~ rrb'"

MSS

kicihcikart

P r " rba

>na

ahtotiri
TS1

ahtotiri

TS2

ahtotin

MS1

ahtirin

MS2

ahfifin

(ni)

'hat '

MS4 crMh
A third example of palatalization was obtained from a tex? written by a modern speaker.

The modem speaker wrote P-~oQ-'

(kii-moh&sewak)

'they used to sirnply walk'. TS 1

corrected this form t o P 1-4' (hi-moh@hsewak).
While the examples shown in this section are not the same as the 'baby talk'
palatalization described above (the inappropriate use of the -enhc diminutive), it is

possible that this palatalization in the language of younger speakers is the reason for

modem language more commonly being referred to as 'baby language' as this is a sound
change that is very noticeable and meaningful in the language.

4.4.2.2

Labialization

Labialization in this case involves the spread of rounding from the vowel Io/ ont0
the following velar consonant M. This results in the velar /k/ being pronounced with liprounding as in /kwl. The process of labialization is represented by rule (a)
(a)

lk/

+lkwl 1/O/-

Note that in most of the examples below two ordered rules occur, (a) followed by (b), the
unrounding rule from 4.4.1.1(a) above:

(b)

Io/

+ /id 1Cor-

Labialization, like the previous sound changes discussed in this chapter, appears to be
spreading gradually throughout the lexicon of each speaker. Example (c) shows
labialization in both modem speakers as well as TS2 while in example (d) only MS2 has
labialized M .

(c)

amhokim

44,.

(ni)

'dock'

(d)

moosokan

JAS

(ni)

'moose bone'

Sibilant harmony

4.4.2.3

J.R. Valentine (1 994: 125) reports that "some Severn Ojibwe comrnunities and
some Saulteaux cornrnunities seem to be losing the contrast of alveolar /z,s/ and palato-

S / fricatives, just as Plains Cree has." The Anihshininiirnowin data fiom
alveolar /3,
Wumumin Lake reveals that /s/ harmonizes with /SMfor modem speakers (MS 1, 2 and 6)
and for TSl (in most cases) but not for TS2. In the following exarnples harmony is
regressive (it moves fiom right to lefi), that is /sh/ + /d when there is a following /si in
the word.
(a)

paashkisih~

<"~r'b'

(ni)

'gun'

&"9

@)

niishwaahso

(c)

shaat~kahso &'b"9

(nm) 'seven'

(nrn)

'nine'

While TSl has sibilant harmony more fiequently than TS2, examples where she does not
are presented in (d) and (e). Also notable in (e) is that MS1 has no sibilant harmony where
it is expected, showing some variation in this area of her language. No speaker has
contracted the /owi/ sequence to /oo/ in (e) as might be expected in this nominalized form
(see 4.4.1.2 above).
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The absence of the nasal obstruent cluster lnW in this case is likely a symbol of more northcrn-like
speech motivated by the prestige associated with nofieni dialccts. This speaker also shows cvidencc of
this in 5.4.1.2 (c), (d) and (e) but retains the nasal obstruent cluster in 5.5.1 (e).

(d)

kaashkipason bVfkp

(e)

ishinihkaasowin A S r " t; d h - > (ni) 'name'

(ni)

'razor'

Often people who are literate in the syllabic orthography, like TS 1, can recover
changed forms fiom the writing system (especially if they attend church where the Bible is
in Plains Cree syllabics). However, since no distinction is made between /si and /SM in
Plains Cree, this is one change that cannot be recovered through the writing system. While
the older generation does not make a distinction between /sl and /sh/ in the syllabic
onhography, the younger generation does.

4.5

Summary
The intention of this section is to examine how the hypotheses presented in 4.3 on

phonological change in obsolescent languages apply to the Anihshininiimowin data, if at
dl. The first hypothesis states that there will be a decrease in phonological distinctions in

the obsolescent language (Andersen 1982). None of the phonological changes observed in

Wumumin Lake Anihshininiimowin suggest the reduction in phonological distinctions. In
each case, change is rule governed and only occurs when the necessary environment is
met. Of al1 the changes, sibilant harmony (see 4.4.2.3) might be suspected to be a
reduction in phonological distinction due to the absence of this distinction in some dialects
of Cree, such as Plains Cree. However, this does not seem to be the case since sibilant
harmony in Anihshininiimowin is dependent on the presence of /s/ in the word, while
elsewhere the distinction between /shl and /s/ continues to be made. Although older
people do not make this distinction in writing due to its absence in the Plains Cree syllabic
orthography, younger speakers do, which also suggests that this distinction remains intact.
Andersen's (1982) second hypothesis states that those distinctions that are
common to both languages are preserved while those unique to the obsofescent language
are lost. Given that the changes observed in this chapter do not suggest a decrease in
phonological distinctions, this hypothesis has not been tested. This is also the case for the
third hypothesis which states that fùnctional load is also a factor in determining which
distinctions will be preserved.

In considering how the changes in Anihshininiimowin compare to those in related
languages and dialects, we can see that the processes of palatalization, labialkation and
unrounding are not uncommon in Algonquian languages. While many of the changes in
Anihshininiimowin phonology are paralleled in other Mgonquian languages and dialects,
none suggest that this dialect of Ojibwe is changing to become phonologically more like
English.

5.

MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGE

5.1

Introduction and outline
In this chapter several constructions are exanüned as a means of determining

morphological differences between speakers of the traditional and modern varieties of
Anihshininiimowin. While elicitations reveal differences between age groups for some
constructionq for others there are no differences. Examples of constructions where there
is variation and those where there is not are both presented in this chapter.
A review of the literature on morphological change in other Algonquian languages

is the focus of section 5.2. This is followed by an ovewiew of rnorphological change in
obsolescent ianguages in 5.3. Section 5.4 on morphological change in Anihshininiimowin
is divided into two major sections; inflectional morphology and derivational morphology.
Within the category of inflectional morphology, the obviative noun possessor and the
relational construction are discussed in section 5.4.1. Section 5.4.2 on derivational
morphology consists of an analysis of the use of medials. In section 5.5 on
morphophonemic change, elicitations of the indefinite actor construction are presented.
Finally, section 5 . 6 considers whether patterns revealed in the Anihshininiimowin data art:
comparable to those discussed in sections 5.2 and 5 . 3 .

5.2

MorphologicaI change in other Algonquian languages

S.Z.1

Algonquin

Artuso's (1998b) examination of Algonquin over four generations notes several
changes in the areas of infiectional and derivational morphology. One such change is that
younger speakers tend to use fewer body part medials than older speakers do. For
example, a younger speaker used ngii-ojiahyaasiinaunaan dazhigart goni mukirin, '1
had no socks or shoes' to mean '1 was barefoot' in place of ngii-rhaashaagitizide where
the medial -zid- 'foot' is used (Artuso 1998b: 103).
In regards to Algonquin infiectional morphology, Artuso (1 998b) reports a decline
in the use of obviation. He finds that younger speakers not only lack obviation on English
personal names, but also omit the obviative suEx from nouns in Aigonquin. Younger
speakers also show inconsistencies in verbal infiections, a lack of nominal plural marking,
a decline in the use of the conjunct order and thus an inconsistent conjunct morphology.
Other changes noted include the incorrect use of imperative forms of transitive verbs, and
a reluctance to use inverse forms".

5.2.2

Gros Ventre

Gros Ventre is an obsolescent Algonquian lanyage spoken in Montana. Taylor
(1989) reports that less than a dozen people have extensive knowledge of this ianguage. In
his investigation, in which he aims to identify those aspects of the language that have been
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Inverse forms arc used when the s@ject is a third prqm (wiin A->
'shehe', wiinawqri A - L ~ 'they')
*
and the object is a first person (niin r' 'rn.c'? giinawint uaA->''we'(excl), kiinuwinf PaA->' 'wve'(incl))
or second person (kiin P' 'you', kiinawaa PLU= 'you'@l)). It is also uscd wherc the secondary or obviative
third person is the subject and the primary ihird person is the object (sce 5.4.1.1).

affected by obsolescence, Taylor finds extensive evidence of loss and replacement of
morphological structures. One type of error noted by Taylor is in the plural idection of
nominals. As a result of paradigrnatic leveling, the Gros Ventre 'semi-speaker' ofien
applies the wrong plurai ailomorph. Taylor notes that although leveling otten accounts for
change, "the grammar and semantics of English also appear to be at work in some of the
derivational errors" (Taylor 1989: 174). The influence of the dominant language in
language obsolescence is discussed fiirther in the following section.

5.3

Morphological change in obsolescent languages
In the literature on morphological change in dying languages the words reduction

and simplification are cornmonplace. As in the previous chapter, Andersen's ( 1982)
hypotheses are used as a point of departure in this discussion of changes expected in
language decay.
In regards to morphological reduction, Andersen (1982) predicts that there will be
a decrease in categories that are marked morphologically. However, as in phonological
reduction, the morphological categories marked in both languages of the bilingual speaker
will survive longer than those that are unique to the weaker language. Vanability is
expected in the morphological categones that continue to be marked. Again, as in
phonological reduction, functional load is a factor in detennining which morphological
categories are retained in obsolescence. "Those morphological distinctions which have a
high tùnctional load (where a loss of the distinctions would result in fiequent loss of
information) in language X will be maintained" (Andersen 1982: 97). Finally, the

grammatical morphemes that will be retained the longest are those that are acquired
earliest, while the first to be lost are those that are acquired latest (Andersen 1982).
One rneans by which morphological and morphophonemic simplification occurs in
obsolescent languages is through paradigrnatic leveling (Maher 199 1). Examples of t his
are found in Dressler (1991) on Breton, Vago (1991) on the attrition of Hungarian, and
Schmidt (1985, 1991) on Dyribal to narne a few. Other discussions of morphological
reduction include Mithun's (1989) investigation of Cayuga, an Iroquoian language, in
which she compares a receding dialect that is spoken in Oklahoma to a viable dialect
spoken in Ontario. In Oklahoma Cayuga she finds a reduction in morphological
productivity evidenced by a speakers reluctance to combine multiple affixes within a word.
Reduction in rnorphological complexity is characteristic of morphological decay according
to Hill (2001) who points to a reduction in noun incorporation in Mexicano and its

disappearance in Nahuatl as examples.
Changes in the morphological structure of the dying language can also be
attributable to influence fiom the dominant language. It has in fact been predicted that in
language death, the dying language will become stnicturally similar to the dominant
language (Dorian 1978). Dressler (1991) attests to this in his observation of reductions in
Breton inflectional morphology which are attributable to the influence of French.

5.4

Morphological change in Anihshininiimowin
As a means of determining how Anihshininiimowin has changed structurally,

several constructions were chosen based on observations made by J.D. Nichols during

previous fieldwork in the Severn area. The morphological constructions elicited for do not
ail reveal change in the language of modem speakers in Wunnumin Lake. However,
exarnples of al1 constmctions are presented with a discussior. of the expected changes
whether or not change was observed.

5.4.1

Inflectional morphology
Obviative noun possessor -iniin

5.4.1-1

Obviation in Algonquian languages marks a secondary third person. Speaking on
Ojibwe obviation, J.R. Valentine (1994: 183) writes "Basically, in a predication, one third
person argument is designated focal, orproximate, and al1 other animate third persons
associated with the predication either in complements or adjuncts are either obligatorily or
optionally marked with overt obviative marking." In the following example, 'the man' is
proximate and 'the dog' is obviative. Obviation is marked on animate nouns with the
suffix 4

1 .

(a)

naape owaapmaan a n i m o h s h ~
'the man (prox) sees the dog (obv)'

V
;

P ~ - < L >QcrJ"4

Of the dialects o f Ojibwe, only Algonquin and Anihshininiimowin mark inanimate
nouns for obviation. However, the principles for marking obviation on animate and
inanimate nouns differ; as a result obviative inanimate nouns are not always marked for
obviation. Where inanimate nouns are marked for obviation, the suflix - h i is used, Where
obviative inanimate nouns are not marked, they are covertly obviative. In this case,
obviation is marked by agreement.

Nouns possessed by a third person must be obviative. Morphological marking of
nouns possessed by obviative third persons is the focus of this section. The suffix marking
possession of animate or inanimate nouns by an obviative possessor in Anihshininiimowin
is -hiin. This morpheme occurs in place of the obviative suffix ( d n or -hi). In the
Anihshininiimowin data obtained for this research, this morpheme is used consistently by
traditional speakers while some variation is found for modem speakers. For example, in
(a) below, the form given by MS3 completely lacks the obviative possessor morpheme

-iniin. The difference between the two forms offered by MS 1 in (a) however, is an
example of vowel syncope in which the short vowel /i/ is deleted between homorganic
consonants, which in this case are both /n/.As stated earlier (see 4.4.1. l), this process is
cornmon for speakers of al1 ages and does not reflect change or the improper use the
morpherne in question.
(a)

laaiaam -art
O- ciimaart -iniirt
DCCL' D~‘L&>
3- canoe (ni) -obv.poss
3- father -nad.obv
'herhis father 's canoe'

O-

D~LC~O'

T S1

otaataaman ociimaaniniii

DCCL'

TS2

ofaataamart ociimaarainiin

DCCL' D ~ L ~ = '

MS 1 oiaataantart ociimaam

MS3

DCCL'

I>~L=>

otaataamart ociimartir~iin

DCCL' D ~ L = = '

otaataamara oçiimaar~

DCCL> ~f L'

MS1 provided forms on two occasions, as shown in (b) and (c), where she has inflected

the animate possessed noun with the animate obviative suffix -an rather than the obviative
possessor suffix -iraiin.

@)

maamCICXm -an
ot- emihkwaart -,niin DL LLa BUT" b*&
3- mother -nad.obv 3- spoon (na) -obv.poss
'herhis mot her's spoon'

O-

TS 1

omaamaam otemihkwaaniniin

D iLL'

TS2

ommmaarnan otemihkwaaniniin

DL LL~

'

D u r b-&'

PUT" b*a'

MS3

(c)

O-

ornaamaaman otemihkwaaniin

tootem dn

3- fiend -nad.obv

DLLL'

. - .
ot-ootaapwn-iniin D ~ U L ' D X < r & '
3- car (na) -obv.poss

'hedhis fiend's car'

.. .

D>c<&'

TS1

otootema~iotmtaapaniniin

D~UL'

TS2

otootemarr otootaapaniniin

D~UL' D ~ c < & '

MS1 otootema~otootaapaaun
(otaatuaman otmtaapt~tr~
I ~ H

MS3 otmtemarl otmtuapaanii~~

L>~UL' D ~ c < = '
DCCL' D ~ c < & ~ )
D

U

D~c<&

Note in (c) however, when elicited with a different possessor (otaataaman DCCL' 'herlhis
farher 's'), M S 1 used the obviative possessor suffix.

Examples (d) and (e) show both MS 1 and MS3 using the obviative noun possessor
suffix in the same manner as traditional speakers.

(d)

o- tmnihs -an
m
in i
DCa-"%'
3- daughter -nad.obv 3- shoe (ni) -obv.poss
'herhis daughter' s shoes'

TS1

o t a a n i h omahkisiniin

MS 1 otaanihsan omahkisitliniin
MS3

(e)

otaanihsan omahkisiniin

D C ~ I Y DLIIPA&~

D

D L ' l ~ f r & '

~ c c r5'"

DL" P fCr'

o- htehs -an
O- taohs -iniin
Dl1U" \'
3- older brother -nad.obv 3- pants (nad) -obv.poss
'herhis older brother' s pants'

TS 1

ohtehsan otaahsinii~~

TS2

ostehsan otaahsiniin

DL" Pf r&>

Dc " & '

MS 1 ostehsan otaahsiniin
MS3

5.4.1.2

ohtehsm otaahsiniin

The relational construction

The relational construction is used to mark an animate third person that is
c o ~ e c t e dto a first or second person primary actor of an animate intransitive (vai) or
transitive inanimate (vti) forrn (J.R. Valentine 1994). The relational is marked by the
morpheme -w suffixed to the verb stem followed by additional morphology that increases
the valency and brings in the third person participant. Elicitations of this construction
focused mainly on vti forms in the independent order as attempts at eliciting vai relational
forms ofien resulted in the benefactive construction which is distinct fiom the relational.
The relational construction is especially common where there is a third person possessor

of an object. For example, contrast (a) '1 see a boat' and (b) '1 see your boat' where there
is no third person participant involved, to (c) '1 see her/his boat' in which there is a third

(a)

'1 see a boat'
niwaapantamt ciimaan
ni- waapant- aun
ciimaan
1- Stem 'see'- theme(vti)- sg subj boat (na)

(b)

'1 see your boat'
&<'c3
nîwaapantaan kicîirnaan
ni- waapant- aan
ki- ciimaan
1- Stem 'see'- theme(vti)- sg subj 2- boat (na)

(c)

'1 see herhis boat'
C Q - <JQ-'
'~
L'
r~iwaapanam(o)waan ociimaad
ni- waapanf- am(o)waan
O- ciimaarl
1- Stem 'sees- theme(vti)dir theme(vta)- sg subj 3- boat (na)

~rj3

EL-

Both traditional speakers and MS 1 consistently used the relational construction to
mark an involved animate third person which, in this case is the possessor of the object in
question. However, as s h o w in the examples below, MS3 did not use this morpheme but
rather produced the form as if the possessor of the object in question was not a third
person (as in (a) and (b) above).
(d)

rtiwaaptiarn(o)~aa~t
ociimaan

'1 see hedhis boat'

TS1

niwaapatam~uanociimaan

,Q<~c~-> D F C ~

TS2

niwaaptam-aan ociimaan

A<>ci->

MS 1 niwaapatam-aan ociimaart

~Q<>cL-' DFL~

MS3 rtîwaapttaan ociîmaan

,~I<>c>

'' The parentheses indicate that Io/ is not always prcscnt here,

D~L'

TS 1

niwuapatam-aan omahkisim

TS2

n i w a a p t u m m n otnakisiluïrt

MS 1 niwaapatam~~aan
omahkisinan
MS3

niwaapa~ztaanomahkisinan

crU<YL*' D L 1 ' P f ~ '
c ~ ~ c ' c LDL"Pfa3
-'
ra<.~i-. W P ~ ~ '

A<'c'PL"P A 3
'I have hedhis key'

TS 1

nintayaqaan otaapahikar~

c

TS2

rlitayawaan olaapahikarl

c ~ ~ <
DC
~< @
- ')A ~ )

MS 1 nitayumaan otaapahikart
MS3

5.4.2

5.4.2.1

nintayaan otaapahikan

4

c
r'cG3

IC<"
Ab'
Pc<"Ab3
~.c<'Ab'

Derivational morphology
Incorporated nouns
Anihshininiimowin object nominals can be incorporated into the verb stem by way

of noun incorporation or denominalization. The focus of this section is to determine what
form this object nominal takes when it is incorporated into the verb by speakers of the
'modem language'. For many nouns there is a media1 fonn that is distinct from the surface
form. For example the media1 form used to incorporate the noun 'moose' is -0or1.s~-as in

ahshwahoonswe Ut'
+-"6'5- 'to lie in wait for moose'. Younger speakers may have a
tendency to incorporate the surface noun form moons into the verb rather than the media1

fonn resulting in ahshwahimoo~tswe4"W' AJ+- which is stigmatized by elder speakers

(J.D. Nichols, personal communication). This example represents a possible trend toward

an increase in the use of transparent forms in which the noun stem is retained.
Whether there are changes in this area of the language is difficult to assess by
elicitation. Especially problematic in this case is the use of English (a non-incorporahg
language) as the language of elicitation. Often this prompts the speaker to produce a form
that reflects the structure of English in place of an incorporated form. The following
examples of denominals however, reflect that middle aged speakers continue to use
medials rather than surface noun forms.
(a)

'shoe, moccasin' (ni) mahkisi~~
media1 form
dhkisin-

akauhsahkisine

46 " h P f -r>

TS2

akaahsahkisiine

MS3

akaahsahkisiirte

oshkahkisine

TS2
pihtahkisine

D"ô"P h

'she/he has small shoes'

'she/he has new shoes'

oshkahkisi~te
A" C" P fm

'she/he put on her/his shoes'

'

TS 1

pohtahki~itte

TS2

pohtahkisiirte

MS 1 pihtahkisïne
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The form givcn by TS1 and TS2 show regional variation, pohr- k i n g the more northern form.

(b)

'car' (ni)

Ot-taapaan-

DC<,

medial forrn

manztaat~aane

L=C<-~>

'shehe is car buying'

oshkrtaapaane

bufc

<

'shehe has a new car'

-o

One exception was 'moose' in which both a traditional and a modem speaker
supplied a form in which the surface noun form was used rather than its medial
counterpart.
(c)

'moose' (na)
media1 form

m m , MOOIZS A*,
6 0 ~ ~
-00nsw- ,
'she/he is searching
for moose'

A single form using the surface noun for 'knife' in place of the media1 was obtained fiom

MS1.

(d)

media1 form

mwhkomaan J"d i '
4komaan-

niimzhkomaane

& rtld~ -O

'knife' (ni)

'shelhe is bringing along a knife'

5.5

Morphophonemie change

5.5.1

Indefinite actor -naaniwan

The suffix -rraanÏwan removes the valency from the verb by deriving an intransitive
inanimate form (Mi), s h o w in (a), f?om an animate intransitive (vai), as in (b). This
process results in an impersonal or indefinite actor form such as (a) 'there is eating'.
(a)

wiihsininaaniwan (vii)

'there is eating'

(b)

wiihsini (vai)

'shehe is eating'

AVA~Q~

AI#

lJw

Preliminary survey in Anihshininiimowin-speaking cornmunities identified this suffix as a
potential area of morphophonernic change by way of paradigmatic leveling. Typically,
-tlaaniwan is simply suffixed to the verb. However, for a vai ending in -e, the final -e
changes to u a to which -riMan is added. For a vai ending in -aa the suffix takes the form
-niwan. The prediction is that younger speakers will s u a x -naanhum to verbs ending in -e

resulting in forms such as those in (d) and (f), which have been recorded in other

Anihshininiimowin-speakingcommunities, rather than those in (c) and (e).
(c)

piintikaaniwarr

(d)

piin~ikenaaniwati

~ n d ~ o .

Am i

'there is a church service' (lit. 'there is a coming in')

4-2

The forms elicited in Wunnumin Lake reveal that modem speakers do not show

evidence o f paradigmatic leveling in deriving the impersonal vii form. Several examples of
verbs ending in -e are given in (g)-6):

(g)

piintike (vai)

'shehe is entering, coming/going inside'

piintikaaniwan (vii)
A 'f$ cr

'there is a church service'

A >ns

TS 1 piitikuaniwan
TS2

(h)

piitikaaniwan

wanihike (vai)
4-w"A9
wanihikuaniwa~i(vii)

a-,11 at; a3
TS 1

wanihikaaniwan

TS2

wartihikamiwan

'shehe is trapping, setting traps'
'there is trapping'

MS1 wanihikaartiwan

MS3 wanihikamiwan
(i)

metawe (vai)

'shehe is playing'

rnetawaaniwmt (vii)

'there is playing' (also 'festival')

1cv-

lca-wa*'

(i)

taashkikahike (vai)
CPL" A9
taashkikahikaaniwan (vii)
CPL" ~ b c r 4 ~

'shehe is splitting wood'

'there is wood splitting'

The variation in 0) (and in (1) below) results fiom vowel syncopation between homorganic

consonants (as in 4.4.1.1 and 5 -4.1.1) and does not represent paradigmatic leveling in the
application of this suffix.14
There was also no evidence of paradigmatic leveling for verbs ending in -au.For
example:
'shehe is sleeping'
'there is sleeping'

Finally, an example of a verb ending in -i to which the s u E x +taat~iwattis added by al1
speakers is shown in (1):

l4

The fom given by MS3 shows îùrilicr contraction in which the sequence /ahi/ is reduced to /e/.

wiihsini (vai)

a9Jr

'shdhe is eating'

wiihsinir~aaniwan(vii)

'there is eating'

A"~u&uQ-'
TS1

wiihsininaaniwan

MS3 wiihsininaaniwan

5.6

A

irr

& u 4-2

A l'fi& r4'

Summary

The main morphological feature of obsolescent languages is reduction in both
productivity and complexity. The Anihshininiimowin data reveat some variation in
morphological marking by speakers in the modem group. For example, the obviative noun
possessor was not marked consistently by modem speakers and the relational morpheme
was never used by MS3. Given that these categories are not marked in English, this
supports Andersen's hypothesis of morphological reduction which suggests that categories
marked in both languages will suMve longer than those that are not. While marking of
these categories is not lost by modern speakers, there is variability as predicted.
Elicitations of denominals revealed minimal variation in the use of medials by
modem speakers. However, there is a rather limited amount of data suggesting that
perhaps a more concentrated analysis of this area is required in order to determine whether
there is in fact a trend toward the use of more transparent forms.

There was no evidence of pandigrnatic leveling by modem speakers based on the
indefinite actor construction, for which simplification has previously been observed in
Anihshininiimowin. This raises the point that change does not progress at the same rate
even between relatively close comrnunities. Based on the data in this chapter it seems that
modem speakers in Wunnumin Lake (at least the ones in this sample) do not show the
level of morphological reduction expected based on previous observations of change in
Anihshininiimowin.

6.

LEXICAL CHANGE

6.1

Introduction and outline

The increased presence of English in the language of younger speakers is possibly
the most noticeable change to speakers of Anihshininiimowin. With an increase in
bilingualism there is corresponding increase in borrowing from English and code switching
between Anihshininiimowin and English. These strategies are sometimes used to fil1 gaps
in the lexicon. Other strategies used to fil1 lexical gaps are discussed in section 6.2 in

which a review of the literature on lexical changes in Algonquin is presented. In section
6.3 an oveMew of lexical change in obsolescent languages is given including examples

fiom Oklahoma Cayuga (Mithun 1989). Examples of lexical change in Wumumin Lake
are presented in section 6.4 which includes discussions on lexical reduction, borrowing,
and code switching in that community. A summary of lexical change in Anihshininiirnowin
and a cornparison to lexical change in other languages including obsolescent languages is
given in section 6.5.

6.2

Lexical change in other Algonquian languages

6.2.1

Algonquin

Artuso (1998b) notes that there is a high number of English loan words in the
language of younger speakers of Algonquin. He adds that these loan words serve not only
to label new concepts and technology, but that "even some of the most traditional of
Algonquin vocabulary and concepts are being replaced by loan words" (Artuso 1998b:

105). In most cases these loan words are not phonologically integrated into the language
but many are inflected with Algonquin affixes.
Aside fiom borrowing, Artuso finds that other strategies such as extension,
substitution and circurnlocution are employed by younger speakers t o fil1 gaps in their
lexicons. In extension, the meaning of a particular lexical item extends enough to replace
the need for a separate t e m . The use of the replaced lexical item decreases as a result o f
this process and eventually is lost fiom the lexicon of younger speakers. In substitution
and circumlocution a specific lexical item is either substituted with a more general term for
the same concept or replaced by a lengthy description of the concept. While these
strategies are used by younger speakers for a range of different topics, Artuso particularly
notes a loss of teminology related to traditional lifestyle.
Some changes in the Algonquin lexicon can be attributed to interference from
English. An example of this is the effect that the English kinship system has on the
language of some young Algonquin speakers. Algonquian languages d o not distinguish
between male and fernale younger siblings as English does. Artuso (1998b) provides an
example of interference fiorn English where the term for younger sibling has been
reinterpreted to mean younger sister and the word for boy is added t o distinguish younger
bro ther.

6.3

Lexical change in obsolescent languages

Generally, lexical change in obsolescent languages is characterized by reduction.
Andersen (1982) proposes three hypotheses of lexical reduction. The first, and most

general hypothesis predicts a reduction in the variety and number of lexical items available
to the speaker. The second hypothesis elaborates on the first by specifjmg that the most
impoverished v e a s of the lexicon will be those where the speaker has not had recent
experience. For example, in Mithun's (1989: 248) discussion of lexical loss in Oklahoma
Cayuga she notes that "words for objects no longer discussed have been forgotten, such as
'moose', 'beaver', 'mink', and 'weasel"'. The third hypothesis proposed by Andersen
elaborates further on the type of lexical items that will be retained, while furiher
characterizing those that will be lost. The speaker will retain "cornmon, highly-frequent,
unmarked lexical items; the gaps will be of less-cornmon, low-fiequency, highly-marked
items7' (Andersen 1982: 94).

6.4

Lexical change in Anihshininiimowin
Data in this section were obtained by elicitation as well as fiom recorded texts.

Textual data consists of a recorded conversation between two modem speakers (MS7 and

MS8) and three recorded monologues by MS 1. The conversation between modem
speakers ranges in topic covering such areas as mernories from their childhood, their
children, and people and events in the community. The three monologues recorded by

MSl consist o f stones from her past mostly about hunting, trapping, and fishing with her
parents and grandparents.

6.4.1

Lexical reduction
As noted in section 2.2.1 the use of Anihshininiimowin is not restricted t o certain

domains in this comrnunity, therefore the variety of lexical items that younger speakers are
exposed t o is not limited in this way. Changes away from the traditional lifestyle, however,
have resulted in a decrease in the use o f lexical items associated with this lifestyle. A
language teacher in Wunnumin Lake reported that her students showed a lack o f
terminology in areas associated with living in the bush and trapping for example. This
trend is not uncommon in Abonginal communities as noted by Artuso (1998b) on
Algonquin and Mithun (1990) on Warlpiri, an Aboriginal language o f Australia in which
children's lexicons typically lack traditional terms such as those describing hunting
weapons. This supports the hypotheses proposed by Andersen (1982) in that younger
speakers have had very little, if any, recent experience in these areas. At the same time, it
is important t o note that some people in the community d o continue t o hunt and trap and
a s a result the basic terminology associated with these activities continues t o be culturally
salient. For example, unlike Oklahoma Cayuga which, as noted above, has lost the words
for 'moose', 'beaver', 'mink', and 'weasel', modem speakers of Anihshininiimowin had no
difficulty listing words such as 'moose', 'muskrat', 'rabbit', 'marten', 'fox', 'beaver',
'bear', 'pelt', and 'mare'.
There is, however, evidence of loss in more specialized terminology in

-

Anihshininiimowin - such a s naming the parts of a trap o r a snowshoe where younger
speakers extend the meaning o f a more general term o r use a descriptive o r a compound
f o m in place o f the traditional term (J.D. Nichols, persona1 communication). Elicitations

revealed some gaps in the lexicons of modem speakers. For example, the word for 'ice
fishing hole' twauhikan C-"Ab' was correctly supplied by traditional speakers but not by
modem speakers. The word provided by MS 1 referred to a hole cut in something (not
specifically in the ice for the purpose of fishing) and MS2 provided a verbal fomi
associated with the activity of ice fishing. Traditional speakers, however, also experience
lexical reduction in areas where they have not had recent or any experience. One elder
speaker claimed that she would not be able to provide the technical terms for naming the
pans of a snowshoe but that her husband would be able to as he has experience making
them.
Another potentiai area of lexical loss is suggested by the forms that modem
speakers supplied for describing a short winter or a short sumrner as shown in (a):
(a)

acina ehtapipoort
acina ehta niipin

QTrr

V"C

Qra V"C

A>'

A'

'short winter'
'short summer'

Here two particles are used to describe the concept: aciraa ara 'a while, a short time',
and ehfaV" C 'only'. An elder speaker in the cornmunity remarked that these forms are
young people's language and offered the foms in (b) as the correct forms.
'short winter'
'short summer'

6.4.2

Borrowing
Gaps in the lexicon that result fiom lexical loss are often filled through borrowing.

In a discussion of lexical changes in Warlpiri, an Abonginal language of Australia, Bavin
(1989) finds borrowing fiom English to be cornmon. Warlpiri borrowings fiom English are

primarily cultural, they include place narnes, personal names and words for new concepts
(Bavin 1989). However, some of the loan words that have been introduced are not for
new concepts but rather for concepts that are already in place for which Warlpin already
has a word. This trend is increasing in Anihshininiimowin as well. Bavin notes that
children in particular use many English words where a Warlpiri word already exists. She
adds that this can be attributed partly to the fact that young mothers are using many of
these same English loan words in their caregiver speech.
Many loan words that were borrowed into Anihshininiimowin from English in the
past have been phonologically integrated into the language such a s p e p l V<' 'paper',

shookaa c> b 'sugar', and pepaa V< 'pepper' . However, with an increase of bilingualism
in the community there is a corresponding reduction in the phonological integration of
borrowed words. Bilingual speakers have the capacity to retain the phonology of the

origin language of the borrowed lexical item (Mougeon and Beniak 1989). In fact, Bavin
(1989: 270) reports of Warlpiri that "English pronunciations for newly borrowed words

are generally restncted to the speakers who have a fairly good knowfedge of English, so
they will be aware of the English origin." As a result of the tendency for bilingual
Anihshininiimowin speakers to retain the pronunciation of the ongin language, new sounds

are introduced into the borrowing language. The fact that there are symbols to represent
the r and 1 sounds in the syUabary is evidence of this (see 2.4.2).
While English loan words used by modem speakers in Wunnumin Lake are not
always phonologically integrated, they are often inflected with Anihshininiimowin affixes''.
The same tendency is noted of Warlpiri (Bavin 1989), Central Pomo, a Pomoan language
ofNorthern California (Mithun 1990) and Algonquin (Artuso 1998b) in which
morphological integration of loan words occurs readily. The most common exampie of
this in my data is the use of the locative suffix -hkaank. For example, the word
storehkaunk 'to the store' was heard used by modem speakers in the community on many
occasions. Two English words were infiected with the Anihshininiimowin locative suffix
by MS8 in the recorded conversation as s h o w in (a).
(a)

MSS throathkaank 'on the throat'
hitchhkamtk 'on the hitch'

The inflection of English loan words with the locative suffix is also very common in
Algonquin (Artuso 1998b). Artuso (1998b) also reports inflection of the possessive prefix
on loan words to be common in Algonquin, but only with the third person. In the
conversation between MS7 and MS8 there is one example of Anihshininiimowin
possession marked on an English noun. In this case the f o m is marked for first person
possession: nbasket 'my basket'.
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Whilc gender assignmcnt of words borrowed from English was not e.uamined as part of this research,
the pattern seems to be for bonowed wvords to be assigned the same gcnder as similar objects. For
example, 'skidoo' iskitoo is animate as is 'sled' and 'toy box' is inanimate as is 'box'.

In the recorded conversation between modem speakers, both speakers use English
numbers to narne years. This is discussed in section 6.4.2.1 as situational code switching,
although it is acknowledged here that English years and month names have been borrowed
into the language as they are used even by many monolingual speakers (J.D. Nichols,
personal communication). As stated in Poplack and Sankoff (l984), the distinction
between borrowing and code switching is not always clear. For this reason 1 have based
my analysis of code switching on L.P Valentine's (1995)extensive work in a neighbouring
Anihshininiimowin community.

6.4.3

Code switching

The term code switching refers to the process whereby a person who speaks two
or more languages switches back and forth between languages. Switching can occur
between speakers in a conversation as well as between or within utterances (Milroy and
Muysken 1995). L.P. Valentine (1 995) looks at code switching between
Anihshininiimowin and English as well as Anihshininiimowin and Cree in a community

only 40 kilometers fiorn Wunnumin Lake. Here I will concentrate on her analysis of
Anihshininiimowin and English in which she finds that switching can be characterized as
'situational'. Situational code switching, as defined by Blom and Gumperz (1972), refers
to a switch triggered by a change in the speaker's definition of the social situation. For
example, L.P. Valentine (1995) explains that in a recording of a local radio broadcast two
situational elements tngger a switch to English by the broadcaster. First, a caller to the
station tnggers a switch by leaving a message in English. The second element that triggers

a switch is the fact that the message t o be relayed on-air is written down in English. L.P.
Valentine adds that other situational elements rnay have also contributed. For example, the
message consisted o f a telephone number. Most numbers prompt the use o f English in
Anihshininiimowin and in fact "this practice extends t o al1 units of time, including dates

and other time phrases, such as week, month, and yeai' (L.P. Valentine 1995: 65).

Situational switching in Wunnumin Lake

6.4.3.1

There are several examples of situational code switching in a recorded
conversation between MS7 and MS8. First, a child who is wandering in and out o f the
room provides motivation for both speakers, o n separate occasions, to switch to English
when speaking t o him. For example:
(a)

MSS Are you okay?

(b)

MS7

...maacann, weti ishaun, maacaan, toys naaskaw.
'...go, go over there, go, get the toys. '

(c)

MS7

...toy box ohsha weti ahte...
'...the toy box is sitting over there.. .'

(d)

MS7

...you can have some if you want some toohkatl...
'...you can have some if you want some li ke this.. .'

In example (a) the switch to English is for that speaker's entire utterance. Milroy and
Muysken (1995) refer t o this as 'inter-sentential' while examples (b), (c) and (d), where
switching occurs for only a small part of the utterance, a r e referred to as 'intra-sentential'.

A second motivation for situational code switching is the presence o f numbers and
tirne phrases including years. For example:

(e)

MS7 How long.. how many.. seventy eight, four years old ohshe
mntshke m a n a three, nkeniin sha seventy nine nkntohke.
'how long.. how many.. seventy eight, four years old and maybe
three, 1 too remember seventy nine.'

(f)

MSS Nineteen seventy nine, nineteen seventy eight ohsha.
'Nineteen seventy nine, nineteen seventy eight indeed.'

(g)

MS7

...mikoshkaaçikotheyeartwothousand ...
'...it was disturbing the year two thousand...'

(h)

MSS

...two sùidoos eyaapacihnaç nimaamua w i i m a a , two long
sleighs.
'...my mother and them were using two skidoos, two long sleighs.'

In example (h) there are two instances of code switching, both prompted by the presence
of a number. Interestingly, MS8 later uses the Anihshininiimowin word to speak of her
mother's sleigh where there is no number present to trigger the switch as shown in (i).
(i)

MSS

...ofaapanaah&ohsha.. oshitaapa~tep~~iii,,
nimaamau...
'...it was the sleigh.. my mother was fixing her sleigh load...'

The most productive type of situational code switching observed by L.P.Valentine
(1995: 73) "involves lexical insertion, where an English word is used when there is no
immediately accessible Severn equivalent." L.P. Valentine (1 995) finds this to be common
especially in place names, numbers over thirty and a few prepositional phrases. Numbers,
as shown above, did trigger code switching for these two speakers, but was not restricted
to those over thirty. As well, there were instances of switching prompted by place names
('Kingfisher' and 'Thunder Bay') and by a prepositional phrase as shown in 6).

Ci)

MSS Over the Christmas shwih fa-pi-kriwe.
'Over the Christmas she will corne home.'

There were several other occurrences of lexical insertion in this text that seemed to be
prompted by the speaker's need to fiIl a lexical gap in Anihshininiimowin. For example:

(k)

MS7 aahiisha kqye nkii-inentaan..ci-kaahkipicihekin kekekoon,
computer, aatika tahsh kuye those tv's, electricity...
'1 had also thought that.. that things would stop, computer, and
also those tv's, electricity...'

Code switching cm also seme to fiame an utterance or part of an utterance. For
example, in (1) and (m) M S 7 switches to English t o indicate quotation marks surrounding
the utterance.

6.5

(1)

MS7

1 would rather be in your shoes, sa ihkiton...
'1 would rather be in your shoes, Say that-..'

(m)

MS7

...yep, that's right, alone ohsha kqye ihkito...
'...yep, that's right, alone she also says. ..'

Summary
The restriction of the use of a language t o certain domains within a community as

found in obsolescent languages such as Gros Ventre reduces the sire of the lexical
inventory that is used. In Wunnumin Lake, Anihshininiimowin is not restricted in its use; it
continues to be the primary means of communication in that community. There is however
some evidence that the number of lexical iterns available t o modem speakers is not equal
to that o f elder speakers. As in Andersen's (1982) hypothesis, the areas in which speakers
have not had recent experience are those that show evidence of lexical reduction in
Anihshininiimowin. This is not, however, restricted t o modem speakers as traditional
speakers also lack specialized terminology in areas where they have not had any recent
expenence. However, with an increase in bilingualism a s well as increased exposure t o
English through media such as satellite television, and the recent advent of cornputers and
the internet into the comrnunity, changes in the lexicon g o beyond reduction to include an

increase in borrowing and code switching. While some older borrowings from English are
even used by monolingual speakers of Anihshininiimowin, such as the names for months
and years, modern speakers tend to borrow much more fieely than elder speakers and tend

not to integrate loan words phonologically. This pattern is a s expected with an increase in
bilinyalism as noted by Artus0 (1998b) on Algonquin and Bavin (1989) on Warlpiri.

7.

CONCLUSION

7.1

Conclusion

The primary goal of this thesis was to document differences between the 'modern
language' of middle aged Anihshininiimowin speakers and the traditional language of elder
speakers in Wunnumin Lake, Ontario. This is a community in which the language
continues to thrive while many surrounding Anihshininiimowin communities are
experiencing a rapid decline in the use of their language. Perhaps as a result of this decline
there are concems in this community that, as the language changes, it is being lost. The
data presented herein generally reveal that this is not the case although this does not
suggest that language maintenance efforts should be put aside. The data also reveal some
areas of morphology and the lexicon that are potentially problematic in tenns of language
maintenance.
Although changes in the area of morphology were few, the variation exhibited by
modem speakers suggests that there is some degree of reduction in this area. In some of
the constructions that were elicited for, modem speakers showed inconsistencies in
marking. Only in the relational constmction however, did one of the modem speakers
(MS3) have a complete lack of marking. The other modem speaker (MS 1) had no

difficulty with the morphological marking of the relational. Given that the approach taken
here was to elicit for specific constructions where variation had previously been observed,
a more broad analysis of the morphology would be beneficial.

Changes in the lexicon are due in large part to an increase in bilingualism, and thus

an increase in borrowing and code switching. A shift away fiom the traditional lifestyle has
also affected the lexicon. We must keep in rnind that lexical change is expected as certain
items and concepts become less salient and new ones are introduced. A general trend that
was noted however, is that words for new concepts and items tend to be English. For
example, in a conversation between modem speakers, English was used to talk about
computers, televisions and electncity. Another trend that was noted is that modem
speakers tend not to integrate loan words phonologically. The failure to integrate loan
words phonologically and morphologically is considered a sign of moribundity (Dressler
1991). Modem speakers however, readily integrated loan words morphologically.

Changes in the phonology are not of the type found in obsolescent languages, nor
do they suggest that Anihshininiimowin is changing to sound more like English. In fact,
there is a precedence for many of' these changes, including unrounding, palatalization and
labialization, noted in other Algonquian languages. The best way to deal with these
changes rnight be to create an awareness that differencesexist rather than to attempt to
'correct' the pronunciation of younger speakers.
It is hoped that this thesis has created an awareness that al1 languages change as an
inherent part of their evolution and that change is not necessarily decay. It is also hoped
that the knowledge herein will serve to assist in language maintenance efforts even if only
by promoting an awareness of the shape of the language. Understanding the changes
documented in this thesis, and thus some of the more salient features of 'modem
language' is necessary in order to remove any stigma associated with this vanety. This is

in tum central to the process of language maintenance. In order for language maintenance
efforts to succeed, it is necessary for speakers to have a sense of pride and self-confidence
in their linguistic abilities. Therefore, recognizing that different varieties of a language
exist and that they are equally authentic is essential t o the continued survival of this
language.

7.2

Suggestions for future research

The data in this thesis reveal many of the features o f Anihshininiimowin 'modem
language' that have resulted from language change. In many ways, however, this thesis
only begins to describe the features o f this vanety of Anihshininiimowin. A more in-depth
examination in the areas of phonology, morphology o r the lexicon would certainly help to
fùrther characterize 'modem language' as would an analysis of the syntactic features.

While in this particular community Anihshininiimowin continues to be the main
language spoken by al1 ages, this is not the case in al1 of the other communities in the
Severn area. It might therefore be the case that the language o f middle-aged speakers in
other communities shows greater evidence of change. For this reason, a study including
speakers fiom other communities would be recommended for fùrther investigation into the
changes in this language. Unfortunately certain limitations could not be overcome in the
current study. It would be ideal in a study o f this type t o control for gender a s well a s t o
include a larger number of speakers in the sample. An investigation into the language of
speakers under thirty years old would also help to better understand the changes that are
taking place in Anihshininiimowin. The data in this thesis cannot possibly account for ail

the changes in the language and for this reason a more in-depth look at any one of the
areas discussed herein would have much t o offer.
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